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Chairman’s Chat
Alan Magnuson
Chairman
NAMGBR

H

appy New Year 2016! In December of 1990, a group of MG
devotees met at John Twist’s
University Motors to discuss the formation of a member run MG enthusiast organization for MG models: MGB,
Midget, GT, and 1100/1300. The North
American MGB Register officially
began in that meeting. That means,
in 2016 we are celebrating our Silver
Jubilee 25th Anniversary!
We held our 2015 Annual General Meeting in Louisville, Kentucky.
Everyone had the opportunity to tour
the hotel complex and relax during a
riverboat dinner cruise on the Ohio
River. Conveniently, the riverboat is
docked near the MG 2016 Car Show
area so you might decide to take a
cruise after the show this summer.
Some attendees visited Churchill
Downs, toured Louisville Slugger,
drove through Kentucky horse country, and enjoyed a stop or two on the
Bourbon Trail.
During our AGM we welcomed
a new NAMGBR Chapter, the British
Sports Car Club of Louisville. We also
discussed changing the Car Show
Classes for the chrome bumper Midgets to include square Sprites. The new
category will be ‘Midget/Sprite – 1961
to 1974 – Chrome bumper; Square
Body’. Sprites in the category are eligible for Concours competition. Early
Frog/Bugeye Sprites will continue to be
included in ‘Other British’.
NAMGBR Chapters elected Simon
Dix as Treasurer and me to a second
term as Chairman. Jeff Taylor, Vice

Chairman, and Bruce Wyckoff, Secretary, complete our officer team. A
summary report from the meeting is
included in this issue.
The MG Car Club UK had their
AGM the same weekend we did. Their
new Executives include: General Manager (Kimber House): Adam Sloman
Chairman: Ian Quarrington, Overseas
Director: Peter Cook, N. A. Manager:
Brian Woodhams. Peter Cook and
Brian Woodhams are planning to be
with us in Louisville for MG 2016.
Many of our North American
Chapters have also changed officers
during this time of year. I ask you to
update your local club officer records
with Jeff and Bruce. Current officer
contacts are important for your club
event insurance and for us to have current contact information.
The January/February edition of
The MG Driver is our annual Technical Issue. Just as each of you, I look
forward to reading our contributor’s
articles for ideas to maintain our beloved cars. Then we have the winter to
prepare our MGs for road trips to MG
2016.
MG 2016 Registration is open on
www.mg2016.com. You will need to
register for the event before you can
make your hotel reservations. Please
look at the NAMGBR Website, www.
namgbr.org, for an overview of MG
2016 activities. You may also submit
events to the 2016 Major North American events calendar, see and purchase
NAMGBR regalia, and renew your
membership.
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From the Treasurer

Secretary’s Report
Bruce Wyckoff
Secretary
NAMGBR

Simon Dix
Treasurer
NAMGBR

W

ell, firstly a huge Thank You
to Dave Mullen for serving in this role for the past
four years. Dave has done a great job
managing the club’s finances and has
made it quite straight forward for me
to pick up where he has left off. I appreciate the support of the chapters to
elect me and I hope I can build on the
great work that previous holders of the
office have done.
One update that we have implemented is to establish a savings
account. Although interest rates are
virtually 0%, we now have an account that will pay 1% for the first 12
months. While this isn’t much we can
at least defer some of the clubs expenses by getting some interest on the
available funds.
As an early observation, I would
like to mention the use of checks
(cheques) for membership payments.
The majority of members (~85%) are
joining/renewing membership via the
website and using a credit/debit card or
PayPal. This is good and is the very reason we have made payments secured,

Happy Holidays and a Happy New Year
to the Members of NAMGBR!

W

e had a strong finish to the number of new members joining the North American MGB Register in
the fourth quarter of 2015. With the upcoming AllRegister event in Louisville this June, I think the number of
new members in the first quarter of 2016 will also be on a
robust pace as well. Please welcome the newest members of
the NAMGBR community.

Alexander Feldman                
Edwin Baumeier               
Scott Ogle                              
John Frazer                           
Harold Sentman                        
J Thomas Horton             
Robert Cram                   
Gary Bowman                           
Mike Kugler                           
John Wild                              
Maurice McNeil                     
Dr. Gaylord Reagan        
Randy Jenkins                       
Joe Scarlett

Jacksonville, FL  
Mount Vernon, WA
Pflugerville, TX
Denver, CO
Brookline, MO
Denver, CO
Barrie, ON, Canada
Louisville, KY
Waynesboro, PA
Cape Coral, FL
San Diego, CA
Alexandria, VA
Duanesburg, NY
Monroeville, PA

and further secured with the EV SSL
certificate implementation. The reality
is that checks actually cost us more in
money and time to process (postage
and then the equipment to process
them). So I would really encourage all
members to make their payments electronically via the website. If we could
eliminate check payments, it would be
better for the club in the long run.
I have provided a brief summary
of the clubs profit and loss statement
for the current fiscal year, starting October 1, 2015. The main highlight on
the income side would be the receipt
of the NAMGBR portion of the MG
2015 proceeds. On the expenses side
we received the refund of the MG 2015
seed money (Car Shows), and paid the
AGM Expenses and the renewal of our
Directors and Officers insurance and
event insurance policy with JC Taylor.
If any member has any questions
on the club’s finances, please feel free
to contact me. My intent is to continue
to ensure complete transparency to
the finances and provide regular updates and details via The MG Driver.

Bank Accounts
CapOne Business Savings 30,101.00
Chase				38,576.44
Chase 9600 Checks		
1,000.00
Paypal				
115.32
Total Bank Accounts
$ 69,792.76

I’m looking forward to seeing all of you at MG 2016 in
Louisville, Kentucky it promises to be a great turn out of
MGs. Plan on being there!

Bruce
8
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2015 Annual General Meeting Report

By Bruce Wyckoff, Secretary

T

Simon

10
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he North American MGB Register
held it Annual General Meeting
(AGM) on October 24, 2015 in
Louisville, Kentucky. Held in the host
hotel for next year’s all-register event,
the first part of the morning was spent
touring the facilities and viewing the
meeting accommodations. The hotel
has an open layout and the various
parts of the hotel were easy to navigate.
The AGM began at 1:01 PM with
an introduction from the Chairman
of NAMGBR, Alan Magnuson. A motion was made to suspend the reading
of the minutes from last year’s AGM;
a second was offered and the attendees voted to have the minutes
accepted.
The Executive Board Reports were
next on the agenda. Starting with
the Chairman’s Report, and followed
by reports from the Vice Chairman,
Secretary, and Treasurer; the attendees received a general overview of
NAMGBR’s events and business for
the year 2015.
After the Executive Reports, the
Coordinator Reports were next. The
Coordinators of NAMGBR cover a
number of important and specific ar-

eas within the organization. Reports
covering subjects such as The MG
Driver, Advertising, Regalia, Conventions, the new and improved Web
Site, and Concours Judging at the conventions were presented. After each
report, the attendees were able to offer

David Mullen with showing his award for
Commitment of Service as Treasurer for
four years.
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questions and comments pertaining
to the operations of NAMGBR.
Registrars were the next to file
their reports before the Board. As
we have a large number of cars, we
heard from a number of the Registrars. We started with the state of the
MGB; the Early Midgets & Sprites; the
Late Model Midgets; and the MGC
Registrars as each talked about the
happenings within each Register.
We also heard from the 100K / 200K
Registrar and the additions of welltraveled MGs to his ranks. This was
followed by the Hammer & Tongs,
with discussing closing after the
presentation from one of the fastest
growing registers within NAMGBR –
the Post Abingdon / Modern MGs.
Following a short break, the AGM
resumed with a call for old business
from the floor. With no old business
to review, the Board moved to the
area of new business. A number of
subjects were address to the Board
and a good, respectful discussion
of each topic was carried out with
a number of opinions being offered
from the Board and the attendees.
Some of the subjects covered included:
Concours judging for previous-year
winners, adding new regalia, advertising sales in The MG Driver, better
coordination between the various
aspects of NAMGBR, and business
cards for the various Board members,
Coordinators, and Registrars.
Next on the agenda was the
election of officers. For a returning
term, we elected Alan Magnuson as
the Chairman and for the first term,
Simon Dix as the
incoming Treasurer. Both men
thanked the voting
Chapters and
looked forward to
working with the
members and the
other Board members for the next
two years.
Following the
elections was the
12
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presentation of
the 2015 awards.
NAMGBR presents a large array
of awards during
the AGM and this
year was no different. We started
with the Newsletter of the Year
Award, named
after our first editor and honorary
lifetime member,
Ken Smith. This
year’s award
went to the North
Carolina MG Car
Club’s Quadriga
News and the
Editors Gary &
Wayburn Mills.
The MG Driver
presented the
Best Contributing
Author Award to
Martin Schulze
for a retelling of
the adventure
of two friends,
an MG, and the
Road-Trip of a
Lifetime.
Road trips
were also the
subject of the
John Twist and
Carolyn Robinson
Enthusiast of the
Year Award this
year. Kathryn &
Russell Sherrell
gave a running
commentary on
NAMGBR’s Facebook page of their
journey from Oregon to Niagara
Falls and back.
Congratulations
on a great trip!
Next, we
celebrated the
60th anniversary
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and the successful hosting of MG
2015 by honoring the MG Car
Club of Toronto
with our Chapter of the Year
Award. We also
highlighted the
contributions of
the Co-Chairmen
of MG 2016 by
awarding special
awards to Peter Mittler and Stuart
“Mac” MacFarlane or their outstanding work.
Next up was
the annual Good
Samaritan Award
going to the
member that goes
over and above
the call to help a
fellow MG owner
in distress. This
year’s award goes
to John Burrows
for “healing” of a
brake light switch
after the conclu-

14

sion of MG 2015.
With the
strides NAMGBR
has made with its
website and the
ability to handle
on-line renewals in
house, we needed
a better-extended
Validation SSL
certificate to
provide increased
security. There
is a lot of work that goes into securing this certificate. Robert Guinness,
licensed attorney, dedicated a number
of hours toward our goal, aided us
in this achievement. Thank you
Robert on behalf of
NAMGBR and its
members!
We finished
the awards with
two very special
awards. The first
goes to our outgoing Treasurer,
David Mullen.
For the last four
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Tres amigos, Stuart “Mac” MacFarlane, John Burrows, and Peter Mittler holding special
awards. Mac and Peter for Outstanding work on MG 2015, John for being a Good
Samaritan and the Chapter of the Year — MG Car Club of Toronto.

years David has
worked hard to
keep the records
and accounts
of NAMGBR in
good fiscal order.
Thank you David
for your dedication, commitment and service
to NAMGBR!
And our final
award went to
one of the founding fathers of NAMGBR. He was our
first Chairman, and has been a loyal
and faithful member since the conception of the organization on that
cold December day in 1990. We name
John Twist as the latest Honorary
Lifetime Member of NAMGBR.
We finished up the awards with
the presentation of a check from the
MG Car Club of Toronto to the North
American MGB Register. MG 2015
was a smashing success and the Presi-

dent of the Toronto club, John Burrows wanted to award us the sum of
$5,855 dollars for our part in helping
host the event. The Toronto club also
made a donation to the Ball’s Falls
Conservatory, the site location for the
car show, with the goal of helping
special needs children to better enjoy
their visit to the park. Bravo to the
MG Car Club of Toronto.
Tony Burgess closed the meeting
with a discussion of next year’s event
in Louisville. MG 2016 promises to be
one of the best attended all-register
events since the first convention held
in 1996. There is a full schedule of
things to do and see during your stay
in Louisville. The location of the car
show will be in Louisville’s Waterfront
Park, with the Ohio River serving as a
picturesque backdrop for the event.
A motion was made to adjourn
the meeting at 4:15 PM. A second
was given and the books closed on
another successful Annual General
Meeting at 4:15 PM
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MGB Registrar

MGC Registrar
John Rogers
MGC Registrar
NAMGBR

R

eviewing the last few issues of
The MG Driver, I noticed how
many of us drive our MGs substantial distances to attend shows and
other MG functions. A great number of
us drive year round when the weather
permits. This is our technical issue of
The MG Driver so my contribution will
focus on advanced maintenance for
the long distance touring enthusiast.
Maintenance is usually a quick oil
change, fluid check of the cooling and
hydraulic systems, and checking tire
pressures. That’s not enough though
for the long distance driver, in a forty
plus year old MG. What’s needed is a
detailed maintenance check list where
dates, mileage, and notes can be logged
for future reference. You can find a
maintenance section in MG workshop
manuals for your model. This section
will have a detailed summary of items
to check, service, clean or replace.
The itemized lists are broken down by
mileage or a designated time interval.
The way our MG’s are used it’s a good
idea to use six, twelve, and twenty four
months as good intervals.
There are maintenance items,
which compared to modern day cars,
are considered unique and require our
attention. Lubrication is of the utmost
importance for a number of items. If
you don’t own a grease gun it’s probably a good investment to get one.
This will enable you to service all of
the grease fittings on the suspension,
brake cable, and driveshaft universal
joints. Auto parts stores sell an adapter
cup which will force grease through
the wheel bearings making the repacking them easier and with less mess.
While working on the suspension examine the steering rack gators
for leaks and top up the fluid level.
16

Visually check those lever arm shock
absorbers for leaks. SU carburetor piston dampers will need to be checked
and most likely topped up. If your MG
is equipped with the original style
ignition system, replacement of many
items is recommended on a short
interval. Ignition points, condenser,
spark plugs, rotor and cap are fairly inexpensive and good insurance. Don’t
forget the distributor requires a couple
of drops of lubricant even if yours has
been modified to electronic sensors.
Our engines have a solid lift style
camshaft which makes valve clearance
a scheduled item to check and adjust
if necessary. Another unique item
due to age is our MG’s brakes. Most
models didn’t come equipped with
drum style self-adjusting shoes. These
type of brakes will need to be manually adjusted and you should adjust the
emergency brake at the same time.
With the unique maintenance
items covered, the basic type items are
left. The fluids will need to be checked
and changed if due on the schedule.
Include engine oil & filter, transmission oil & overdrive filter, rear axle oil,
hydraulic systems fluid, antifreeze and
windshield cleaning fluid. Visually
inspect the belts, hoses, fuel lines, oil
lines, wiring, lights, windshield wipers, battery condition and tire wear.
If I’ve left out items to be considered for maintenance, your manual
will have them listed. The intent here
is to remind everyone that maintenance is an ongoing part of owning an
MG. So, keep good records, and schedule a couple of days for maintenance to
keep your MG trouble free on that long
distance drive to MG 2016. I’ll see you
there!
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A

s I was putting together my list
of parts needed for winter repair
and upgrade projects on my
MGs, I could not help but reflect and
give thanks for the amazing availability of parts for cars that are now at least
over 35 years old. Other than possibly
an early Mustang or Camaro, I cannot
think of any other collector car that
has better parts support.
Depending on the item, my usual
preferences for parts are, first, New
Old Stock factory parts that have been
on the shelf since these were new
cars (generally great quality but hard
to find, and “NOS” means different
things to different sellers – I regularly
see used parts marked NOS online but
they aren’t). Second, good original
used parts if the part is not a wear item;
and third, new parts from one of the
great vendors supplying our hobby.
In my opinion, the quality of parts
available from the major vendors that
support us (and NAMGBR) is generally
very good, and I feel that the quality
has actually improved over the past

Jack Long
MGB Registrar
NAMGBR
few years with a very few exceptions
(I seem to have really bad luck with
heater valves but maybe it is something I am doing wrong).
Not to mention, but MG parts are
reasonably priced – compare the prices
of common replacement parts for an
MGB or Midget with the same part
for a similar late model car. I did just
that, comparing MGB parts list prices
to the same part for a 2014 Miata.
MGB brake rotor lists for $22.99; Miata
$49.95. MGB clutch disk $57.59; Miata
$117.00; MGB throw-out bearing
$24.99; Miata $41.85; and on and on…
Next time you are talking to a
representative of your favorite MG
parts supplier, take the time to say
thank you for being there, and then
think about how much trouble and
expense it would be to find the same
part for some other make of collector
car. Now get out into the garage, install
all those shiny new parts and get your
MG ready for the trip to MG 2016 in
Louisville next June!

John
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New MGB Register entries since last issue:
J. Thomas Horton/Lydia Stofka, Denver, CO    1978 MGB
Reg Beckett, Carstairs, AB      1974 MGB in the very rare Aconite color
Jim Bates, Ottawa, ON                        1974 MG in the rare Citron color
Bert Berry, Mississauga, ON                             1977 MGB
David Fishel, Indianapolis, IN                            1968 MGB/GT
Gloria Labadie, Lansing, MI                               1973 MGB
Nancy Walsh, Roebuck, SC                                1977 MGB
Robert Gordon, Salinas, CA       1974 MGB GT in the rare Bracken color
Mark Cross, Marysville, OH                               1974 MGB/GT
Michael James Mullins, Halifax, NS                    1978 MGB
Chip Collier, Palm Beach Gardens, FL 1972 MGB in original Harvest 		
							
Gold paint
Carl Marco, Palm Coast, FL                               1972 MGB
Tom Sim, Topeka, KS                                          1966 MGB
Paul Peterson, Kent WA                                  1974 MGB; 1973 MGB/GT
Maurice McNeil, San Diego, CA                          1972 MGB
Dave Houser, Brooksville, FL                              1967 MGB GT Special
Dennis Bacon, Aztec, NM  
1962 MGB, #1735, a very early car
Alexander Feldman, Jacksonville, FL                  1973 MGB
Jerry Lane, Milton, FL                    1967 MGB/GT Special; 1973 MGB/GT
Jack

18
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Ken’s Korner
Article and images
provided by Ken Smith

H

ello again and I send all
of you best wishes for the
coming year! We have
several new registrations this
period. Jack McFarland from
Iowa told us he has GVVD2AG
509454. John Frost in Wisconsin has found 509823 which did
not appear in our records. We
also registered Brandon Brazil
in Montgomery, Alabama, (after
his 1979 MGB was totaled!),
John Thornley, the man who oversaw
and also Alan Kleinscmidt
the production of the MGB.
of Bloomington, Illinois, and
Photographed with his 1969 MGC Roadster
Richard Meservey from Cary,
Illinois.
flying colors! Upon leaving the testing
We are still seeking information
station she met a chap visiting from
on MGB LE GVVDJ2AG520316, which
Austria who offered to buy the car
lived in the Chicago area until being
there and then. He said it looked so
exported to England. We have a mempretty. Heather politely declined his
ber in England who would love any of
offer, but said she would keep him in
the car’s previous history.
mind should she ever consider selling
Also I heard from our two LE Lathe LE. She also told me that she had
dies, Marcia Cate, and Heather Croft.
become reacquainted with an old
Marcia has a new riding companion
friend of mine, John Dupont, who
called CRUZ who loves being in the
has rekindled her interest in the MGB
MGB with the top down, so he’s been
fraternity and in attending meetings.
fitted out with a pair of “Doggles” (see
Are you covered?!? All the talk
photo) She
here
on the West Coast is about El
also sent me a
Nino and while we desperately need
nice photo of
rain, it appears we may encounter
her car by the
real down pours this winter. Having
beach in New
seen what happened back East last
Hampshire.
year, with all the storms, the floods,
Our other LE
tornados, hurricanes, etc, it behooves
Lady, Heather,
us to ask your insurance company if
who lost her
your car(s) are covered and if not, to
husband earupdate your policy accordingly before
lier this year,
the trouble starts.
took her MGB
Meanwhile, take care – NO TEXfor its annual
TING
while driving, and we’ll be with
MOT test and Marcia’s new riding
it passed with companion called CRUZ. you next issue….
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MG Car Club-UK Update
By Brian Woodhams

Brian Woodhams

O

n October 24, 2015, the same
day as the NAMGBR AGM
in Kentucky, the MGCC UK
were holding their Council/AGM in
Abingdon. There were some changes
in personnel as a result of that meeting
– the major ones being – Adam Sloman
is now General Manager at Kimber
House as Julian White has stepped
down due to ill health.
Ian Quarrington is now Club
Chairman after Bill Silcock stepped
down after 4 years.
Peter Cook is now Overseas Director after Paul Plummer stepped down
after 6 years, but Paul will remain
on the Club Board with no portfolio
– yet! There were two more Director
changes with Richard Martin and
Peter Skipper retiring from the Board,
and Dave Tynan joining.
Of course the major change that
affects the Overseas section is that
I have a new chief to work with and
report to! Peter and I are already
cementing our new relationship as he
picks up the reins from where Paul
left off. Peter admits to having a steep
learning curve ahead of him, but has
Paul and the two Managers to help
him. We are forming our programme
and commitments for 2016 already,

20

and I can divulge that the plan is
for Peter and me to be at MG 2016 in
Kentucky. We have quite a busy year
in 2016, and the planning is already
quite well advanced.
Recently I have had the pleasure
of entertaining John Burrows, the Toronto MGCC President, at an MGCC
racing day at Snetterton. He did a
couple of circuit laps in an MGBGT
V8, was taken to Race Control, and
generally enjoyed the hospitality at
the track. We had some on-going
discussions, and John was able to
meet Ian Quarrington, who was our
Chairman elect then.
I have also been very busy lately
with the American Nuffield Trophy,
as it is that time of year when consideration is given to a new recipient for
2016. After what seems like a million
E-mails back and forth across the
pond, the decision has been taken
and we are now organising the shipment to the new recipients in time
for their Christmas party. As I am
not sure when the Editor will publish
this article, I will not divulge the new
recipient yet as hopefully it will be a
nice surprise and Christmas present
for them. I would like to thank Rick
Ingram and the American Council
of Registers for their help and input,
as well as various other interested
parties who shall remain anonymous, but whose input and interest is
greatly appreciated. I would also like
to thank the Chicagoland MGCC for
their custodianship over 2015 and in
particular Oscar and Diane Gonzales for transporting the Trophy to
Niagara Falls in Canada for MG 2015
where it was on show for the whole
event. I should add that for your Club
to be considered for this prestigious
award, the Club must be Affiliated to
the MGCC UK and this is the same
price for a whole Club as for an individual member.
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Member Classifieds Return to the Website

By Simon Dix, NAMGBR Webmaster

O

ne of the capabilities of the
previous website was to offer
members the opportunity to
have classified advertisements listed,
in addition to here in The MG Driver.
I am pleased to confirm that we have
recently added this capability back to
the website.
With the kind support of Richard
Liddick, who will administer the ads
for NAMGBR, members can now list a
classified ad for Car for Sale, Parts for
Sale or Wanted items categories. The
benefit of the website based ad is that
there’s more room for the description, than Robert has available in The
Driver plus, of course, the website has
the ability to support pictures, which
really count when selling either a car
or parts.
There is a simple submission
form on the website to provide details
of your classified ad. You’ll find it on
the “Resources” menu and then under
the “For Members” section labeled
“Classified Submission”. If you are
submitting pictures the only thing to
keep in mind is we limit this to four
pictures, three body images plus a
“featured image” and these should be
JPG format files and resized to be less
than 1Mb in size. Similarly, if you’re
looking for the actual ads, you’ll find
them in the same location named
“Classifieds”. These can be filtered between the categories of ad, if you like,
or they can be browsed all together.
Give the page a moment or
two to load as it’s pulling quite
a bit of data back to display.
Hopefully this will help all
the members who are looking
to make a sale or are looking
for something specific and
need wanted ad.
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Letters to the Editor

Dear NAMGBR,
YOUR Talk - at “Kimber Festival” Requested. Do you have something “MG”
– or related – that you would like to talk
about which may be of interest to MG and
British car enthusiasts? If “Yes”, then we
would like to know what you have as a
potential presenter at the “Kimber Festival
2016”!
Cecil Kimber was the “founder” of the MG
marque, and this “Academic Festival”,
sponsored by the New England MG ‘T’
Register, is held around Cecil’s birthday
of April 12th every year - for many years
now. This is NOT a car show! Its focus is
on “Academic Presentations” on “MG”
- or “MG related topics” concerning “All
MGs” – Pre-War, T-Series, MGB, MGA,
sedans, specials, etc. Keep an open mind
on what are “related topics”! This festival
has been held annually in many locations
over the years, but next year, for the first
time, it will be held at the “America On
Wheels” museum in Allentown, Pennsylvania. Topics for presentation can vary a
lot! The Register is looking for people to
submit topics by December 31 that they
would like to give a presentation on at
it. Usually seven to eight presenters are
selected. To give you an idea of the range
of presentations, here are a few from past
years: Restoration of a MG TC “Police
Car”; William Morris Lord Nuffield; History of Vintage Racing; The Way back for
MG – 1939; Now it is 90; Rare MG books
and papers; MGA’s at Sebring 195662; Confessions of a 50’s Club Racer;
The year MG almost died; The Captain
(George Easton); Racing MGs in America
during the 1930’s; The ARCA MG’s, etc.
Typically presentations run 30 to 45 minutes with a short Q&A. Morning presentations – lunch – afternoon presentations
– evening buffet style dinner with a guest
speaker. Everyone pays their own way.
Once presenters are selected in January,
the event with its selected speakers will
be widely advertised. Typically some 50+
folks from many different clubs attend,
but due to this year’s location, a larger
attendance is expected. Friday will be a
“meet and greet” informal social in the
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evening; Saturday presentations, lunch &
dinner; and Sunday.
So if you have something you would
consider presenting at the Kimber Festival,
please submit your proposal as outlined
below by December 31st. This festival is
open to “everyone” - all presenters and all
attendees – no-one has to be a member of
any particular club or organization. Please
consider being a presenter and sharing
your favorite topic – and/or forwarding this notice to anyone else who may
consider giving a presentation. Remember
this is an “open event” – not a closed club
event.  Thank you, —Greg Prehodka
Thanks Greg – what an interesting
event to help preserve the history of
our marque!

around November 1st and return on
April 30th).
We have to turn in the mailing addresses for our members around the
4th of the month the Drivers are
mailed. That means the mailing list for
the November / December issue of The
MG Driver was turned in on October
4th. If I know your general travel days,
I can ensure the magazine will hit your
mailbox at the right address.
Robert,
What are the number of words allowed in
a For Sale ad in The MG Driver?
Zarrel Lambert

er cars on the show field, which of course
helps the masses know of the many different variations of models and model years.
Why this broad stroke of the brush when
it comes to this very rare and important
piece of MGB model designation?
It is really quite simple. Change the show
field sign and the class designation to
read; MGB/GT V8 1973-1976. Simple,
easy, accurate and informational. How
about it fellas, anyone care to make the
correction to this glaring bit of misinformation? Yours truly, —Peter Cosmides
Pete, I remember that discussion very
well, but clearly we forgot. Hopefully
third time is the charm!

Zarrel, there isn’t an official count,
but I do edit them for length to fit
if necessary. Most of them appear
as they were sent so that’s a good
guideline to go by.

Good morning, Robert,
I am a snowbird (living 7 months in
Florida and 5 months in Indiana). Since
I just got back to Florida (the address you
have for me) I did not received the last two
issues of The MG Driver. I was wondering if it would be possible to send these to
me again? I am especially interested in the
Sept./Oct.2015 issue as you included the
article I wrote about my 1974 1/2 MGB.
The mail does not forward
Thanks for your help, —Ed Edge
Ed – I contacted Bruce to see if there
was anything we could do for you
and here is his response:
Edward,
Robert Rushing emailed me and
mentioned you were having a problem receiving your copies of The MG
Driver. I have a number of members
who are in the same position, splitting time between two different
addresses. If you send me your winter
and summer addresses, I can make
the change for you as we get closer to
your migration south (or north). I will
also need the approximate time you
leave for Florida and when you return
to Indiana (example…I normally leave
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Gentlemen,
Allow me to dig up an issue that was
discussed back in July 2014 after French
Lick MG 2014. I was unable to attend
this year’s annual NAMGBR MG 2015
convention, but as I viewed the results in
the recent Driver magazine, I see that once
again we have misrepresented the Factory
MGB GT V8 class of cars. (MGB Factory V8 All Years!!??). As the preeminent
National MGB club it is of course very
important for us to represent the many
classes of MGBs accurately so that we can
help educate the masses out there, many
of whom do not know that the factory offered a GT V8.
We seem to have no trouble making clear
and accurate designations on most all oth-

Dear NAMGBR,
Last week my wife and I completed a 2232
mile road trip in my 1974 MGB. Our route
took us from our home in Edmonton, Alberta, down through Taber and to Glacier
National Park in Montana where we drove
the Logan Pass. From there to Kalispell,
Libby, Bonners Ferry, Creston B.C.,
Vancouver B.C., Powell River, Squamish,
Kamloops, Jasper, Alberta, and home.
Passing through Merritt, B.C. the water
pump broke and I had to detour to Kelowna, B.C. to get a new pump installed.
I had taken with me the NAMGBR Service
Recommendations Mutual Aid Directory
which came in very handy on this day as I
was able to contact Drakes British Motors
in Kelowna to get a new pump. They in
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What a fantastic trip! I know people
who don’t drive around the block
without their MAD so it is definitely
something worth carrying. Plus –
think of the great people you met
while using it!

Post-Abingdon Register
Mark Jones
Post-Abingdon Restrar
NAMGBR

Robert,
I like the part of the latest edition with
club logos and their locations. I love
Utah, but did not know the Alamo was
located there. —Brian Martin
President, Alamo MG Association

DOH!

MG 2016 — Maintaing the Breed
Article By Rick Ingram, Executive Officer,
North American Council of Registers

MG RV8 • 1992 - 1995

M

G 2015 was a fantastic event,
and full of firsts from a postAbingdon MG owner’s perspective. There were eight post-Abingdon MGs registered, three more than
at MG 2014, for the first time a modern
MG was entered into concours, and a
modern MG tech session was provided. We had modern MG owners from
as far as Newfoundland and Alberta
make the trek to Niagara Falls.
Due to work commitments, I was
unable to be at MG 2015 for the entire
week and was unable to attend the car
show, but I did make it to the tech session. Congratulations to Peter Mittler
for his honorable mention concours
award and congratulations to Bob
Riddel and his class winning oxford
blue 1995 MG RV8. I would also like
to congratulate John Stevenson for
second place with his woodcote green
1995 MG RV8, and Keith Holdsworth
for taking third place with his pearles-
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turn recommended that I take the MG to
nearby Mikes British Repairs (Hillcrest
Garage) to get the pump installed the next
day.
I would highly recommend Mike and his
staff to any other British car owner in
need of help. They helped me get back on
the road and complete my trip as soon as
possible. I would also recommend BBC
Parts Co. in Langley B.C. (a Moss distributor) who helped me replace a faulty
headlight switch. This business was easy
to find as I was passing through the Fraser
Valley area as it is hard to find places in
Vancouver. Cheers, —Harry W Midgley

cent volcano 1997 MGF.
The post-Abingdon MG tech session was hosted by John Stevenson and
me; John talked about the RV8 and I
talked about the MGF. We had a great
gathering of people for over two hours.
Several attendants were interested to
learn that by the fall of 2017, the oldest
RV8s will have turned 25 years old and
can be legally imported into the USA.
After the tech session, many of the
post-Abingdon MG owners headed off
on a scenic drive to a pub in Niagaraon-the-Lake for lunch. Thanks to
everyone that came out for the drive to
lunch, I hope you all had a great time;
it’s just too bad we don’t all gather
together more often than once a year.
2015 marks the 20th anniversary
of the introduction of the MGF. The
first production car rolled off the line
16 August 1995. The tradition of starting the chassis VIN with the Abingdon
factory’s phone number was continued
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with the MGF, as car number 1 has a
VIN of 000251. The oldest known car
in Canada is car number 7, VIN ending
in 000257, which has an assembly date
of 17 August 1995, and is a UK-spec
charcoal metallic car.
We had a small celebration in
our garage on 3 September, when
our recently acquired second MGF
celebrated its 20th birthday. This
flame red F was the 59th car produced,
the oldest MGF on the road and the
second oldest known car in Canada.
This car has a few upgrades such as
MG optional Mk2 cloth seats and a
stainless steel Daytona exhaust with
quad exhaust pipe finishers, which is
a highly regarded exhaust system in
the UK due to it lovely growl and the
5-bhp increase over stock.
Keith Adams has written a good
article on the development of the MGF
on AROnline.co.uk, which I have summarised below:
Between 1985 and 1989, work
on a neat little front-engined twoseater convertible, called the MG F-16
showed that many within Austin
Rover were keen on re-entering the
sports car market.
The reason why the development
of this car never really gained momentum can be put down to uncertainty
over the company’s finances, a new
MG convertible was not regarded a
priority in Rover’s forward planning.
However, the idea never went
away and given the right climate,
many within the design team did believe that the F-16 concept could make
the leap to production reality. The
pivotal moment in the gestation of the
MGF came later in 1989, when Mazda
launched the MX-5.
The final piece of the MGF jigsaw
was the formation of Rover Special
Products. Under the direction of Rover
Special Projects division, the PR3
project was designed and developed
during the first months of 1991.
The PR1/2/3 exercise was an
extremely astute one: outside contractors were used in order to keep costs
down, and each of the three parties
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were given an F-16 body to work with
and a mechanical configuration to
adhere to. After much deliberation,
RSP settled on the mid-engined layout
for the new car, dubbed the PR3.
By May 1991, the PR3 proposal
was passed over to Canley for final
productionsation by EX-E stylist,
Gerry McGovern and Gordon Sked.
Many changes were made at this stage
of the process, including a traditional
MG grille arrangement that imitated
the rubber bumpered MGB. Happily,
the Gerry McGovern arrangement was
considerably more stylish than the
rather heavy-handed original.
The MGF was so-named because
ADO21 was called MGD during development and the MG EX-E covered the
MG-E name nicely.
When the MGF was launched
on the 8th March 1995, the impact
it made on the press and public was
significant. Aside from the RV8, here
was the first all-British car produced by
Rover since the Austin Montego.
The press loved the car – and
the MGF was soon making friends
in the showrooms, too. The MG was
welcomed back into the realms of
mainstream sports cars and it began to
win new custom for the company. The
MGF compared favourably with the
then current crop of opposition, which
included the Fiat Barchetta and Mazda
MX-5.
Autocar was impressed with the
new car and it showed in their road
test verdict of the 1.8i version: “It
would have been so easy for Rover to
stick an MG badge on the nose of a mediocre car and once more rely on the
marque’s image to do the selling. This
has not happened. Rover has instead
created what is, in all probability, the
world’s most complete and affordable
open two-seater. From traditional MG
fans to those wanting something more
stylish than the chopped-about hatchbacks that pass for convertibles these
days, the MGF should prove a blessing.
It is an all-British car of which we can
be unusually proud.”
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Early Midget/Sprite Registrar
Bruce Hamper
Midget Registrar
NAMGBR

H

appy New Year to all MG owners
and Spridget members! I’ve been
planning my winter repairs
in anticipation of the 2016 driving
season. Hope you got all the parts and
supplies you wanted over the Christmas holidays. While I drive my ’69
Sprite regularly, it always has less road
time as the winter months set in. We’re
fortunate to have enough warm days
in Missouri to get out and about on an
occasional basis, even in the dead of
winter. With the heater on full blast
and the windows open you can get
that ‘wind in the hair’ feeling.
Last October I attended the
Annual General Meeting (AGM)
of NAMGBR in our 2016 National
meeting site of Louisville, Kentucky.
The Spridget Register is growing and
I wanted to represent our interests at
the annual meeting. I’d like to thank
NAMGBR for the support and the
inclusion of AH Sprites and early MG
Midgets in the newly revised register. One of the ideas was to create a
new logo for the Early MG Midget/AH
Sprite Register. If you have any ideas
for a specific logo, please let me know
as soon as possible so we can have new
items and regalia available at the MG
2016. What would you like to see? Grill
badges? Decals? Key Chains? Your
input would be greatly appreciated!
I was very impressed with Louisville and all it has to offer. It was my
first visit and all I can say is what a
great Midwest river town! It has the
most beautiful riverfront park that
I have ever seen (and I’m from Mis-

souri – the show me state). Of course
it is known for Louisville Slugger
baseball bats, the Kentucky Derby, and
Bourbon. That’s something for everyone! We visited the hotels and toured
various venues available for this all
MG Register gathering. MG 2016 will
be an incredible event that is not to be
missed! If you haven’t already, visit the
MG 2016 website (www.mg2016.com)
and mark your calendars for June 1317. Remember that our Early Midget/
AH Sprite register welcomes all of the
Spridgets so I know we will have a large
contingent of MG Midgets and AH
Sprites at the convention!
The Early Midget/Sprite Register
has grown significantly over the last
year. Since 2013, we have increased
the number of registered vehicles by
55%. The register database shows 42
MGs and 9 AH Sprites for a total of 51
cars. The majority are the 1966-74 Mk
III MG Midgets/Mk IV AH Sprites with
32 examples. It’s still a fraction of the
cars that I believe are in use; we still
have a ways to go in getting the word
out and getting vehicles registered.
If you have questions about your MG
Midget or AH Sprite, please contact
me. I can determine if your car was
registered by a previous owner or if
you information is up to date. I’m also
looking for stories and pictures of your
Spridget. Before and after shots are
always interesting. Let me know what
you’d like to see in the Early Midget/
Sprite Register.
I look forward to seeing you at MG
2016!
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5-Speed Conversion

Article and images provided By Craig Newell, ably assisted by Bernie Grant,
British Car Club of Wichita.

Editor’s note – while this is a conversion of
a MGA, I felt that this is just as applicable
for MGBs as well even though there should
be less modification involved. If you
disagree, well, what can I say…

A

fter pretty much completely
restoring my 1957 MGA Coupe
over a span of several years
and then driving it for a grand total
of about two weeks, I decided that it
needed an upgraded transmission.
This decision was fueled by the fact
that my newly reconditioned 3-main
bearing MGB engine had a pretty
severe vibration around 2500 rpm and
that it was really screaming at freeway
speeds.
I took the car to several different shops, but no one could actually
pinpoint the cause of the vibration
(more on this later). Because the
engine had to come out to find the
reason for the vibration, it was easy
to rationalize that it would be the
logical time to replace the transmission. So, I ordered the 5-speed
conversion shown in the Moss Motors
catalog. This is a rebuilt Ford T9
gearbox that comes with a new bell
housing to allow its use with the MG
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1500, 1600, and 1800cc engines.
The transmission arrived in a
very large, heavy box. This is a very
comprehensive kit and contains
numerous bits and pieces such as a
clutch disc, replacement speedometer cable, new driveshaft, and lots
of other parts that are adequately
described in the directions. The first
thing one has to do is cut some pieces
off your newly arrived purchase, such
as the transmission mounting lug
which is not used in this application.
You then remove the front cover and
carefully hack off about 3” of metal
tubing that surrounds the input shaft.
Because the input shaft is shorter on
the new transmission, an extended
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pilot bushing must be tapped into
the end of the crankshaft. The worst
thing about this whole process is the
sudden realization that you have just
rendered your expensive new transmission un-returnable!
Once you have your transmission all put together, you mount it on
the engine to make sure everything
fits. I would recommend that you
also purchase the clutch alignment
tool as the clutch disc splines are
not the same as the original. The
instructions then state that once you
are satisfied that everything works
and lines up, you remove the transmission from the engine and place it
in the car, then lower the engine into
position and reattach all the bolts.
Those of you who have removed and
replaced the engine/transmission
as a unit know how hard that is.
But, I figured that because the new
transmission is about two inches
shorter than the original, it should
be easier to install than the original
transmission if I just left it attached
to the engine.
My friend, neighbor and trusty
helper, Bernie Grant, helped me
lower the assembly into position.
After about an hour and a half later
and several smashed fingers, we
decided that the instructions were,
after all, correct. This transmission
will definitely NOT install while still
connected to the motor. This gearbox
housing is much wider at the top
than the original and as you lower
the engine, it hits the top of the tunnel when you try to raise the rear of
the transmission above the original
rear mounting crossmember. No
amount of shoving or cursing will
change this fact and only serves to
wedge the front of the engine firmly
against the cross bar in the front of
the engine bay that holds the hood
latch assembly.
A few sips of beer and the
engine/transmission assembly was
reluctantly pried loose from the car
and removed. While the instructions
just said to place the transmission in
The MG Driver • January / February 2016
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the car, there are a couple of things
they left out. First, be aware that this
transmission is HEAVY. It is significantly heavier than the original and
requires two people (well, two old
farts really) to lift it into position from
beneath the car. Our first attempt
ended in failure because we put the
rear of the tranny into the tunnel and
then tried to lift the front end into
position. However, the bell housing
hit the front frame crossmember and
wouldn’t allow the transmission to
slide back into the tunnel. After lowering the tranny back onto the cart,
I reflected on the fact that this whole
endeavor was becoming a very unpleasant experience. After a few more
sips of beer, however, I decided to try
a different approach. We once again
hoisted the tranny (which seemed to
have grown even heavier) and first
stuck the bell housing up into the
engine compartment above the front
frame crossmember and then placed
the rear of the tranny into the tunnel
and slid it back into place. Then the
engine was lowered into position and
after a few tries, it slid home into
30

rear of the transmission is supported
by a special crossmember that bolts to
the floorboard rails. They have even

labeled the FRONT of the mount so
it makes it a little more difficult to
install it backwards.

the transmission and we bolted the
whole thing together. Note: we taped
the top two mounting bolts of the
transmission in position as there was
not enough room to put them into the
holes once the engine is in place. The
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Because the speedometer drive is
located on the side of the new transmission and does not angle forward
as does the original, the directions
call for cutting a hole in the transmission tunnel and running the supplied,
longer cable through the passenger’s
footwell and then out the front and
then curve back into the car to attach to the speedometer. This seemed
rather primitive compared to the
otherwise well engineered conversion.
The kit does however, contain a rubber grommet to seal the hole in your
tunnel should you decide to go this
route. So I did some Internet research
and found a company in England
that sells a 90-degree speedometer
drive adapter made just for this transmission. I contacted the company
and asked if the threaded end of the
drive would match the threads on a
MGA speedometer cable and was not
surprised when they said they had no
idea. So, I took a chance and ordered
one. The threads didn’t match. However, they are close enough that a few
turns of electricians tape keeps the
drive and the cable together. Installing the drive on the transmission
was quite challenging as the space is
limited, but the job was finally done.
Now it was time to turn my attention to the interior of the car. It
is important to note that you must
specify when ordering that you want
the “quick shift” gear selector, or else
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you will have to enlarge the opening
in the transmission tunnel cover to
accommodate the longer gear lever
throw. I was a little worried that the
tight fit above the shifter assembly
might rub against the cover, so I
moved the cover about 1/2” forward
and up to give it adequate clearance.
You must also install an MGB shift
boot to allow adequate movement
for the gear lever. That said, the gear
lever throw is quite short and took a
bit of getting used to.
This transmission is a very
nice match for the engine. It’s great
having a synchromesh first gear
and the RPM reduction in 5th gear
at highway speeds is around 18%.
The only problem I’ve experienced is
with the speedometer drive adapter
that quit working after eight miles. I
have another one on back order, but
the postage to and from England is
positively eye watering! Once I get the
replacement drive adapter installed,
I will have to send the speedometer
out to be re-calibrated as it now reads
about 20% too slow.
Now, about that engine vibration:
I had removed the flywheel so that I
could install a new ring gear and I
thought that I had re-installed it in its
proper position. It turns out I didn’t.
I had it 180-degrees out! I discovered
this after finally breaking down and
reading my engine repair manual
that stated that some flywheels have
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a 1/4 mark stamped on the outer
edge. The flywheel must be installed
with the 1/4 mark at the top when
the #1 piston is at TDC. Who knew?
My engine’s much happier and my

fillings are staying in
my teeth.
If my memory
serves me correctly,
the rpm at 65 mph
with the original
transmission and
MGA differential was
about 3500 and at
70 mph it was about
3700. I have since
swapped out the original “A” differential
for a 3.9 from a MGB
and the results are as
follows (measured by
GPS) in 5th gear: at
65 mph: down to 2900
rpm; at 70 mph: down
to 3100 rpm! It’s nice
to be able to keep up
with all the modern
cars in my 58 year old
vehicle. If anyone is contemplating
installing one of these conversions,
I’ll be happy to answer any questions
you may have at ecn2@att.net.
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Basic MG: Electrical Testing
Article and images provided By Dave Braun, Minnesota MG Group

T

his article is about
general electrical
troubleshooting
and the tools that are
helpful in making the
job easier. I keep my electrical trouble shooting
gear in a large plastic box
with removable trays.
The box is a great help at
organizing and keeping
the variety of tools in
one place. The nice thing
about the plastic box is
that I can grab it and go
if I need to, whether it is
upstairs in the kitchen or
in the other garage.
The most valuable
The most helpful tool isn’t a tool per say at all; it is a good
troubleshooting tool isn’t wiring diagram.
in a box however, it is online or in your workshop
and give a copy of my scribbles to the
manual. That would be the wiring
owner for the next troubleshooter.
diagram. Advance Autowire diagrams
I have a laminated medium size
which can be found at www.advancediagram that I move around my work
autowire.com are great because they
area. I even have a very large diagram
are in color, have a variety of diagrams
on the wall because it looks cool, and
so you can concentrate on the one for
it passed the Household Ministry of
your year of MG, and they are in PDF
Art as acceptable garage wall art. You
so they may be enlarged with clarity.
can troubleshoot without a wiring
I print out small ones to scribble on or
diagram if you are very experienced;
save with a job with major changes,
know by heart the color codes that the
British used in all their cars; and are
working on a single failure at a time…
otherwise, even the black and white
diagrams in the workshop manual will
go a long way to keeping you on the
right troubleshooting track. They can
also tell you if you need the ignition
switch on for a particular circuit to be
energized in the first place (i.e. anything on the white or green circuits).
The wiring diagram leads us to the
first step of trouble shooting. Study the
wiring diagram for things that could
I keep my electrical troubleshooting gear
impact your problem. If the turn sigin a plastic box. It’s portable and I know
nal flasher circuit isn’t working, start
where everything is.
34
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rock up the ladder gives it the
potential to fall and make
an impact on the ground.
The analog of that potential
to fall is the power source or
voltage. When a battery is
our power source, it provides
the voltage or potential
needed to make the electricity do its job, and its potential is like carrying a rock up
a ladder. The ground of the
battery is exactly the same
thing as the ground the
rock finds on its trip down
A test lamp has an alligator clip for a ground, and
probe for testing a circuit where you expect to see volt- from the ladder. The ground
is connected electrically
age. A bulb in the handle will light if voltage is presto the entire chassis, body
ent. Also shown are hemostats, which are scissors like
and motor. You also might
clamps that are useful for holding a wire safely away
from a short.
hear the ground called the
return. Any electricity that
at the lights shown on the diagram
does its work will travel to the ground
and trace it backwards to the source
potential when it is finished. Since the
of the power. Notice that the green
ground potential has the same potencircuit is involved here. The green
tial as the ground post on the battery,
circuit comes through the fuse block
the electricity can then flow through
from the white wires, which are the
the battery, gather up greater potential
ignition on circuit. If you have other
and come out of the battery ready to
things on the green circuit, such as the do work elsewhere.
heater blower motor,
which still work then
you can start after the
fuse as a power source.
Trace the circuit on the
diagram several times
from power source to
ground, to make sure
that you understand
the circuit.
Let’s look at some
electrical terms in
detail that may help
you in examining the
wire diagram. The first
term is circuit. ElecJumpers with battery clamps and alligator clips can help
tricity acts like a rock
bring power directly to the problem device to determine if
thrown off a ladder.
the device is working.
The act of carrying the
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We open and close
circuits with a variety of
switches, some after the
device that needs to work
and before the ground,
we call this ground based
switching; and some
before the device and
after the power source,
we call this power based
switching. Early horns on
the MGB were switched
before the ground, while
later cars had a circuit that
provided the switch before
the horn. Which is better
electrically? Neither. On
the earlier cars, the power A digital meter such as on the left will read out voltage
came from the fixed point and current by the numbers, while the analog meter
will show the information on a scale that requires some
in the wiring harness,
and the return wire went interpretation. The analogue is handy for reading the
pulsing voltage off the voltage stabilizer. Make sure you
through the switch and
then to ground. The later have either meter on the proper scale before attempting
horns get their return from a reading.
the ground connection at
you removed.
their mounting bracket, and so only
A typical fuse is a glass tube conrequired one wire to the horn from the
taining a special wire that is capable
switch.
of carrying only a certain current.
Basically, you can have two types
Current is the flow of electricity and is
of failures in electricity. A short is the
measure in amps. Some people think
result of a hot or energized wire that
fuses blow to protect a device like a
has potential from the battery touchlamp or a motor because the size of the
ing the ground plane. With nothing to
fuse is tied to the size of the current
do but create heat, the wire will burn
the device uses. To the contrary, the
up unless something happens to stop
reason the circuit fails by opening the
the flow of current. An open is the
fuse is to protect the wiring which also
opposite. The wire on either side of the
happens to be sized for the current the
device breaks and electricity can’t flow
device uses. Wire is available in various
when the working switch is thrown.
thicknesses each of which can carry a
Switches and devices like lights and
certain current over a certain distance.
motors can fall in the short mode or
As the gauge number decreases, the
the open mode as well.
diameter and the load carrying capaFuses are devices that can carry
bility of the wire increases. Although
a specified amount of current until
this sounds backwards, it’s not that
they fail which opens the circuit as
hard to remember. Most of the wiring
if you just threw open a switch. On
on our cars is approximately 18 and 16
British cars, the fuses were rated at the
gauge; good for carrying small loads
blow point, the safe current carrying
the length of the car.
capability being about have of that
The connections and devices used
rating. SAE fuses are rated at their safe
are not perfect, so circuits experience
carrying capacity. This means that if
potential (voltage) losses or drops as
you replace a British fuse with an SAE
you go through a circuit. Some of that
fuse, you must use one that has about
drop is caused by heat, and some is
half of the rating of the British fuse
36
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Some words of warning: this
figured in on purpose. The filament
troubleshooting is dependent on havor lighting element of a bulb creates
ing a potential available at the battery,
resistance to the flow. The resistance is
displayed as both light and heat, and is which means it is still connected. If
you aren’t careful, you may generate
sized to the available potential. Watts
sparks. If you get sparks, simply move
represent power. A 2.2-watt bulb will
the tester away from the device and
use up all the potential available to it,
determine if you checked the wrong
and put out a small amount of light
spot. If you get big enough sparks, you
(and heat), using a small amount of
might open a fuse, or damage your tescurrent, about 0.175-amps or 175-milter. If the device you are troubleshootliamps. A 60-watt headlamp on the
ing requires the ignition circuit to be
other hand, will use up all the potenswitched on, consider
tial available to it, put
removing the lead
out a large amount
wire to the coil,
of light and heat and
covering the termiuse a large amount
nal on the wire with
of current, about
tape, and checking to
4.8-amps. Just how
make sure there is no
much current used
power at the coil after
is determined by the
removing the wire.
equation “Voltage
Some coils and some
x Current = Power”.
ignitions systems
It is also true that
will burn out in if
“Voltage = Current
continuously in the
x Resistance”. So it
powered-on mode if
happens that “Power
not in use. If you are
= Current^2 x Resistesting for a very long
tance”. The reason
time, disconnect the
why LED lighting is
so popular today is
A supply of heat shrink tubing from fuel pump as well.
The simplest way
because much less
the electrical storage box. Various
to perform circuit
heat is developed
diameters are available and they
along with the light, typically shrink to half or less of their testing is to look for
making them much
original diameter by applying heat voltage. If voltage is
present, then you
more efficient.
from a hot air gun, or in a pinch
have just isolated half
Our batterfrom a butane lighter.
the problem of trouies (either in 6-volt
bleshooting. I like to use a simple test
pairs, or single 12-volt capacity) have
lamp while trouble shooting for volta total of six cells available, and each
age. The device consists of an alligator
cell puts out about 2.1 to 2.2-volts
clip attached to a good ground, and a
fully charged. This is equal to 12.6 to
probe end which allows the device to
13.2-volts at the battery terminal. The
make contact with the voltage potenalternators and generators are sourced
tial. A good ground and a good potento give out a bit higher voltage so that
tial will cause a bulb in the handle to
the battery can act as a storage facility,
illuminate. The test lamp won’t reveal
and at full output should be around
if the voltage is severely degraded from
14.4-volts. During troubleshooting
‘drops’ (for that you will need a volt
you will be looking for around 12.5 to
ohm meter, see the discussion below)
12.6-volts depending on your battery
but if it is enough to light the bulb, it
condition. Approximately 12.0-volts is
probably is enough.
enough to troubleshoot, but it would
Most test lamps have a sharp
mean the battery is not fully charged,
probe for easing right in next to a
or you have losses due to poor connecconnector, or sometimes for penetrattions.
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ing the PVC jacket of a wire, although
penetrating the jacket is not my favorite way to troubleshoot, as it can lead
to corrosion and problems later. To
properly use the test lamp, find a good
ground on the engine or body, and
clip the alligator clip to the ground.
Touch the sharp probe to a known
good source of power, which would be
any brown or purple wire within reach
(assuming no wire breaks or bad fuses
prior to the test point). The lamp will
light and this means you have located
a good ground for the alligator clip.
With the circuit in question energized,
check for power at the first point in
the circuit indicated on the wiring
diagram. Once you verify the power at
one point in the circuit, move toward
the device, checking for power at each
connection or opportunity. If you find
a spot where the power is not available,
you have found a broken wire or a poor
connection.
Connections are easily cleaned by
using a bit of emery paper, electrical
cleaning spray, and for our little bullet
sleeves, a .17-caliber brush. Or you can
lay in a supply of bullet sleeves and replace suspect sleeves. Always assemble
bullets with a dab of non-conductive
(dielectric) silicon grease. The connection will push the grease out of the
way, assuring that dirt and moisture
will not disturb your fresh connection
in the future.
Once power is proven all the way
to the device (with the switch on, or if
it is a ground switched device, with the
switch on or off), check for continuity to the ground plane. When testing
the power side, we can mostly assume
that the wires are sized adequately to
supply the needed power, but with the
ground side, we must have clean unambiguous grounds. It is very possible
to have continuity at the ground plane
that is adequate for the test lamp, but
not adequate to allow the current used
by the device to return to the battery.
A horn which requires more current
than a test lamp is a typical example.
A preemptive way to troubleshoot
the grounds is simply to clean them.
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Remove the ground from the body
or the site of its attachment. Some
examples are: the lighting ground in
the back of the boot is attached to the
rear of the body panel; the ground for
the fuel pump on some cars uses the
same attachment point as the evaporative canister in the right hand rear
fender; the ground for the later horns
are the mounting bracket. Undo the
ground, clean the ground wire and the
surface it is attaching to with an emery
paper or even a wire brush on a Dremmel tool, and re-secure with dielectric
grease and a star washer. Star washers
have a serrated edge that ‘bites’ into
the metal of the terminal and the
object you are grounding.
Another way to test the ground
is to attach the test lamp alligator clip
to a power source (a brown or purple
wire) and probe to make sure that
the ground at the device will allow
the lamp to light. You can follow the
ground right to the point where it attaches to the body, chassis, or motor.
If you are testing a ground switched
device, you will need to first close the
switch, and check for continuity to
ground on both sides of the switch,
and again with the switch open. When
open only one side of the switch
should show continuity to ground.
Test wire lengths with battery
connections and alligator clips are a
good way to bring power or grounds
directly to a device that is questionable, to determine if the device itself or
the wiring and switches are the problem. You can use them with a spare
power supply or battery on the bench,
or a battery in the car if you have
already removed the original wiring
from the device. Just be careful to isolate the ends from the body or chassis
of the car, or from each other, as you
work with them because unintended
sparks can result from careless handling. I keep cardboard boxes handy
to clip the ‘live’ end of the wire well
away from danger to avoid inadvertent
grounding.
An additional trusty device to
check for potential (voltage) and
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quickly when the two position trigger
grounds is a volt-ohm meter, or multiis pulled. Both types are useful, and
meter. Rather than a test lamp you can
both are used in similar ways. Allow
read the voltage directly on the scale
the tip to heat up, and clean the tip
or the digital display. A meter will
while hot with a metal brush. Then tin
not only tell you if you have power,
the tip with a slight amount of solder.
but it will tell you how much. This
This will help the tip convey the heat
can help identify a connection that is
to the work piece or wire you need to
‘dropping’ too much potential. Those
solder. If you are
types of connecusing rosin core
tions can not only
solder, you won’t
make your devices
need to apply rosin
dimmer, and less
flux to the piece
effective, but they
or wire directly.
can also create
Whether in the
heat and promote
solder or applied
arcing and the
separately, the
future destruction
rosin is to remove
of the connection.
the oxygen from
These meters are
the work, and
used much as a
allow the solder
test lamp, but usuto flow freely into
ally with probes at
the joint. Apply
both the positive
enough heat so the
and the ‘common’
solder flows into
connection, so
the piece, but not
it can be a two
so much that you
handed operation.
melt the surroundSometimes I’ll
Wire stripping tools vary from the simple
ing areas. Never
substitute a more
with the openings for various gauges and
apply the solder by
secure ground
a cutting and crimping dies; to the more
putting a glob on
connection by
complex on the left which sets the length
the tip and introusing an adapter
of wire to be stripped and uses a sliding
with an alligator
toggle to remove the PVC jacket. The simple ducing that to the
piece, as you may
clip.
one is fine for most uses.
get a ‘cold’ joint
The meters
and a bad connection.
have a small battery inside so make
If you are operating on an existing
sure that you switch them off between
solder joint, you may need to heat the
uses, and set them to the proper setjoint, and then free the solder from
ting for your investigation purposes.
the joint by blowing the solder a way
They are also often equipped with a
continuity tester. You can test continu- with a small bulb that is made for that
purpose. If you are joining two items,
ity by reading the resistance, or you
or two wires, it is a good idea to create a
can switch it to continuity, and the
mechanical bond by twisting or using
meter will show low resistance and
emit an audible tone, so you don’t have a screw and nut, and then applying the
solder to the joint. Solder can be used
to watch the display directly. In that
to join an unloaded mechanical bond
way, the continuity display is a lot like
if both sides of the joint are fully supa test lamp.
ported by clamps or fixed in place so
Once you find your problem area,
vibration doesn’t tear the joint apart.
you may need to do a bit of soldering
When joining wires, drop a piece of
to fix the problem. I have two types of
heat shrink tubing on one of the wires
soldering irons, one that is heated, on
adequate to cover the repair. Twist the
all the time when it is plugged in, and
wires together in a manner that apone that has two levels that heat up
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Electrical Repair

Article and images provided By Dave Braun, Minnesota MG Group

T

Two different types of soldering guns and the wire brush that keeps the tips
clean. Also shown are rosin core and non-rosin core solder, along with a
tub of rosin. The air bulb is useful for ‘blowing’ away excess solder when
freeing a solder joint for repair.

proximates the original wire, i.e . not
doubled over, and apply the rosin flux
and the solder as needed by heating
the twisted wire and wicking the solder in. After the joint is cool, slip the
heat shrink tubing over the exposed
repair and heat the tubing with a hot
air gun (which has a multiple other
uses… once you have a hot air gun,
you’ll wonder how you managed without one). If you don’t have a hot air
gun in the shop, there may be one in
the automotive restoration equipment
cabinet in your master bath which has
the dual use of allowing your spouse to
dry his/her hair. Just don’t get it dirty
or scratched and put it back when you
are done.
You can also place new bullets
on a wire without a crimping tool by
soldering them in place. Scavenged
wire from British cars will have bullets
for connector sleeves already on them.
Using a wire stripper with cutting and
crimping edges, snipe off the wire
next to the bullet. You can drill the
remainder of the wire out of the bullet
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with a drill press, leaving a nice hole
down the center of the bullet. Strip of
the PVC jacket from the wire needing
a bullet and twist and tin the exposed
wire by wicking some solder into the
wire as discussed previously. Leave
enough wire so it sticks out the end of
the bullet. With soldering rosin in the
bullet, slip the bullet over the wire and
heat the bullet and the wire tip sticking out until the solder flows in and
fills the bullet and wire gaps. Snip off
the excess wire at the tip and the bullet
is all set for installation.
Once the trouble shooting is complete, and you know where the problem lies, the ground side of the battery
should be disconnected so that there
is no ‘return’ to create problems as you
make repairs. As always, if you would
like to know more, and are unsure of
your capabilities, engage a mentor to
guide you and show you some finer
points. With a bit of practice electricity in our cars doesn’t have to be a
mystery, and you’ll be able to solve a
variety of problems easily and quickly.
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his issue I’m going to
write about a repair that
I did almost ten years
ago to Diane’s MGB Maggie
while we were in the process
of taking care of some problems that had crept in during
her first season of ownership
and use. Diane (my friend
then, my wife now) drove
her newly acquired MGB
hard that first season. It took
her literally everywhere she
went, just like the cars did for
A portion of the Advance Autowire wiring diagram
their original owners, and
for the 1970 MGB. The asterisks means that the dip
fortunately the car was in a
great state of tune. But keep in switch is part of another switch(es), in this case the
horn and the turn signal switches as well!
mind, back in the day, most
cars with points ignition syswere designed for light weight and low
tems and carburetors were expected to
cost. They were made with thin metals
return to the shop every 12,000 miles
subject to warping under heat loads,
or so for a ‘tune-up’. The fact that some and plastic that would turn brittle and
people ignored these kinds of recomcrack. So my friend Diane and I were
mendations as the cars aged led to the
thrilled that her MGB responded so
reputation of unreliability, because in
well to the tune-up that winter (followaddition to just being good practice to
ing my old favorite mantra of ‘Breathattend all areas of the car listed on the
ing, Fire, Fuel’ in that order) but not so
maintenance schedule, the MG was a
thrilled with what presented itself in
bit of a thoroughbred, and all the systhe electrical systems in the cockpit.
tems were designed to work in a tight
We could easily replace the voltage
symphony. If ignored or not given
stabilizer which was no longer sendmaintenance the car often would siming an average of 10-volts to the fuel
ply refuse to run.
and temperature gauge; and someone
Unfortunately for Diane, she was
in the distant past had converted her
treating a 35 year old car like it was a
oil pressure gauge to the earlier and
new car and though the drive train
more reliable mechanical system; but
was in good shape and would respond
the controls for the heater fan, dipped
to a good tune-up, the electrical
beams and brake lights would require
switches were coming up on their exmore thought.
piration date. My older MG TD, on the
The dip switch especially was
other hand, had robust switches made
interesting. To understand how the
with solid brass contacts set in Pheswitch functioned, it is combined
nolic resins throughout its design bewith the turn signal stalk on the left
cause that was just the way things were hand side of the steering column. On
done in the ‘40s and ‘50s. The switches the 1970 it also contained the horn
on a TD would have been at home in a
switch as well. Turn Signals were up
small shop or power plant; whereas the and down, as normal; for the horn
switches on the mid and later MGBs
you would push in on the tip towards
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diagram which can be found at
www.advanceautowire.com/mgb.pdf
you can see that two sources of power
are present in the switch, the first is a
direct feed from the headlamp switch,
which we know from the Lucas wiring
color code scheme is a blue (U) wire, it
is hot when switched at the headlamp
switch, but unfused. It provides the
power that is selected in the switch to
be sent to the main beams blue with
white wire (UW) or dipped beams blue
with red wire (UR) circuits. The dip
switch moves the toggle ‘lever’ shown
in the schematic to either touch the
UW or the UR contacts which means
The steering column cowl was damaged
either of those two wires is selected
with age and from others being in there
at any given time. We call this kind
before me. I had to fabricate some nylon
of switch a ‘Single Pole, Change Over
bushes to provide a firm tightening surface (SPCO) Switch. It is similar to a Single
to reinstall it, and also replace some of the Pole, Single Throw (SPST) switches
brass bosses. You need to use your imagiwhich have an off/on position but
nation here.
in the SPCO case it is an either position. But wait, there is a second power
the steering column; and it was away
source, and that is the ‘hot all the time
from the driver for main beam (high
but fused’ purple (P) wire. This wire
beam or bright), towards the driver for
is shown at a terminal which has a
dipped (low beam) and momentarily
momentary switch, meaning it only
pulled fully towards the driver for
makes contact when pushed in, but
‘flash to pass’. That’s a lot of functions
in reality, it is always anchored to the
in a little piece of plastic and metal.
(UW) wire, and pushing it in should
Although the current running
make momentary contact with the (P)
for the turn signals wasn’t too great,
wire.
and was intermittent by design by
What happens if you are in the
the flasher, the current for the head
Main Beam mode, and you push the
lamps was another story. At 60-watts
Momentary mode? Well, you can’t. By
of power in each lamp on main beam,
the switch design you must pass into
and 40-watts each on dipped, there
the Dipped Beam mode before you get
was full 10-amps and 6.67-amps flowto the Momentary mode. In that case
ing through the switch respectively.
you will have 6.67-amps going to the
Adding in the horns on occasion, and
dipped beams, and with the Mothat was another 8-amps or so. Her
mentary mode in also you will have
little switch had had a hard life. As
another 10-amps going to the main
the switch was actuated, and the full
beams. Of course, this is supposed
current for the lights or horns would
to be a temporary, manual flashing
pass through the switch, the contacts
mode, but if you hold it in, the switch
would burn and arc a bit, creating recan get very hot. And this is exactly
sistance which would cause a bit more
what Diane was doing. She lived on a
arcing and the cycle would continue
dark road, and the toggle contact to
until the resistance and heat was great
the main beam failed leaving her with
enough to deform the metal pieces.
no lights at all in the away position,
The switch needed replacement or
so the last half of a mile or so home,
repair.
and any other time she needed her
If you examine the dip switch
main beams, she would simply hold
wiring from the Advance Autowire
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the flash-to-pass Momentary
switch towards her and motor
along. But she really did want
her main beams back if anything for the ease of use (not
to mention the other problems I’ve covered above).
We started by removing
the steering wheel because we
were changing it out anyway. This isn’t totally necessary, but it makes it easier to
manipulate things in and
out. To remove the steering
wheel you remove the center Shown in this picture is the dangling wiper switch to
boss, and for many of you, the the right, and the dip switch ready for removal.
pencil contact that controls
and past both stalk switches. If you
the horn when you have the ‘push the
have the later MGB with the headlamp
center of the wheel’ type of switch.
switch in the cowl, you may need to
Undo the nut (most of the way) that
deal with that as well, or unplug the
holds the wheel on, and then with
sliding switch for the dash lights if that
your knees firmly pushing up on the
is on the left side.
wheel, strike the mostly removed nut
The Turn Signal / Dip / Horn /
with a small sledge, or against two
Flash to Pass (Dip) switch holds the
sledges, and the force will deform
Windshield Wiper / Washer / Overthe column slightly downward. Your
drive (Wiper) stalk switch in place, so
knees will hold the wheel in place
remove the Wiper stalk switch first,
forcing it upward. The loosened wheel
then remove the Dip switch. Both
is now removed by turning the nut off
switches get removed complete with
the rest of the way. You may want to
mark the wheel for reinstallation angle wiring as each is equipped with a snap
connector.
so the wheel and the front wheels are
With the switch out, you can
still coordinated when you put things
investigate
the problem and make
back together. You probably want to
repairs. In our case, the leaves which
disconnect the ground (chassis) side of
the battery. This will prevent any nasty provide electrical contact to the main
beam circuit were warped (orange
sparks from showing up unintentionarrow in picture) and no longer doing
ally while you operate. Now you can
their job when in the non-momentary
proceed as follows.
position of sending power to the (UW)
There are screws on each side
wire via the away position of the dip
which hold the steering column cowl
switch. The leaves are held where the
in place. Specifically, three on the left
(UW) wire is fastened with a rivet (loside and one on the right. Remove the
cated at the red arrow in the picture).
left side first, then the right. You aren’t
It was simple enough to drill out the
going to be the first person in there, so
someone before you may have omitted brass rivet and remove the leaves,
straighten them out, and reinstall with
a screw, substituted a screw, or even
a small brass electrical screw and nut
stripped a thread or broken some plas(shown with the green arrow). In the
tic, so use a mirror and a light to see
exactly what your are tackling. Remov- non-momentary position the leaves
are in contact with the main beam
ing the cowl may reveal that it needs
terminal (blue arrow in the pictures).
some repair, so that is a consideration
I also buffed the contacts with a bit of
as well. Work the cowl halves away
emery paper to clean off the arcing.
from the ignition switch opening,
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As a final step I placed some lithium
grease (white arrow) to extend the life
of the plastic parts.
The repaired switch went in, as

they say, in the reverse order of the
disassembly, and functioned well for
the next several years in all modes.
When Diane mentioned one day that
she wanted wire wheels, and
that she always wanted a white
car with a red interior, but
had a green car with a black
interior; it gave us a chance to
go through the entire electrical system, repairing wires and
considering the effectiveness
of all the switches. Remembering the heat present in the
little Turn Signal / Dip / Horn
/ Flash to Pass (Dip) switch I
decided to extend the life of
the switch by adding a relay
The failed leaves of the momentary portion of the
to the horns, and each of the
dip switch.
headlamp circuits. A relay is
a heavy duty switch which
is activated by a very small current.
This takes all the excessive current
(and heat) out of the relay equipped
switches and greatly improves their reliability. Our Triumph cousins decided
that horn relays were a really good
thing even on their cheapest and most
cheerful little sports car, the Spitfire;
and at MG, they eventually added an
ignition relay to take the large current
for the ignition, not to mention the
entire green circuit, out of the ignition
switch and into a robust relay instead.
After straightening the failed leaves they
Interestingly the ignition relay kept
are ready to be reinstalled.
the fuel pump and the overdrive solenoid on the white, not
relayed circuit. Regardless, relays
are a logical extension when preserving the breed is one of your
main concerns.
If you have questions about
your electrical system, or you are
unsure of how to trace an electrical circuit or affect a repair,
contact a mentor to show you
the way. Even 12-volts DC can
give you quite a jolt, so study up
and make sure you know what
you are doing. Soon the mysteries of our MG electrical systems
will be something you will be
The dip switch momentary portion repaired.
sharing with others.
Notice the leaves now make contact with the main
beam contact.
44
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Steering Rack Repair

Article and images provided By Clifton Gordon, North Carolina MG Car Club

I

f your steering rack
rattles or shakes when
driving over a rough
road it may need nothing
more than a disassembly,
resealing, adjustment and
reassembly. The MG steering rack is usually very
dependable providing it
has received scheduled
lubrication services. This
article covers removal,
disassembly, adjustment,
reassembly, and installation of the MGB steering
rack for chrome bumpers
MGBs. Other MGs with
rack and pinion will have
a similar steering rack but The steering pinion going into the housing and the
damper, plate, and shims.
removal may differ.
Start by removing
You should be able to pull the steering
the steering rack from the car. Jack up
rack out unless the shaft splines and
the front of the car and place two jack
u-joint are binding. More solvent and
stands under the front end. Lower the
a small chisel or a big screwdriver to
jack so the car is resting on the stands
spread the u-joint clamp should help
and give the bumper a good shake
break them loose.
to make sure the stands are stable.
After getting the steering rack out
Remove the front wheels. Loosen the
and cleaned, you can begin inspection
tie rod end jam nuts. Remove the split
and disassembly. Remove the tie rod
pin, nut and washer from the tie rod
end jam nuts from the tie rods. Place a
ends. If you have a tie rod removal
pan under the rack assembly to catch
tool use it to remove the tie rod ends
the oil and remove the gaiters/seals.
from the steering arms. If you plan to
Try moving the right end of the rack
replace the tie rod ends a pickle fork
up and down, if there is a clunk the
remover will work but it will damage
housing bushing is worn. It may be
the seals. A well-placed hammer hit
best to replace the complete rack if the
on the end of the steering arm eye will
bushing is worn due to the difficulty
also work, be careful not to hit the tie
of tie rod removal and no replacerod end threads.
ment tie rod ball housing lock nuts are
Remove the tie rod ends, count
available. You will also need a bushing
and record the number of turns needpuller to remove the bushing.
ed to remove them so you will have a
If the bushing is good, remove the
reference for reassembly. Remove the
two cover bolts from the damper cover
lower steering shaft universal joint
and remove the damper assembly.
pinch bolt. It may help to apply some
Keep track of the shims between the
WD-40 or solvent to the steering shaft
cover and the rack housing. Remove
splines. Remove the four steering rack
the pinion end cover bolts and remove
to front cross member mounting bolts. the end cover. Sandpaper any high
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Check pinion teeth for damage.

spots of paint or scratches on the
pinion shaft and drive the pinion out
through front of the rack housing with
a plastic hammer. Examine the pinion
bearing for wear; check the pinion
teeth for damage and wear. The pinion
will have a wear pattern on the teeth
but the teeth should not have any high
or low spots, see photo. Pull the rack
out to the end of its travel from the left
and examine the condition of the rack
teeth, they will usually be good. Remove the pinion seal check the pinion
bushing condition. It was good in the
two racks I recently checked. Clean all
parts prior to assembly.
Install a new pinion shaft oil
seal, install the pinion, and use a soft
hammer to tap it to the bearing race
bottom. The bearing race extends
about .023” out from the rack housing,
however all the replacement gaskets I
have seen are only about .010” thick
and will leak oil. You can make a gas-
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ket from material at least
.025” thick or install three
replacement gaskets to
stop the oil leak. Install the
gasket/gaskets and the pinion end cover. Install the
damper without the spring
and replace the damper
cover plate without shims
and tighten the bolts
just enough to allow the
rack to be pulled to rotate
the pinion. Measure the
distance between the cover
plate and the housing with
a feeler gauge. Add .003”
to this figure to determine
the correct shim thickness.
Remove the parts and
install the damper spring and the correct thickness of shims using a sealing
compound to make an oil tight joint.
Install new gaiters but before attaching the one on the pinion end stand
the assembly on the end and pour in
.4 pint of 90-weight gear oil. Tighten
all gaiter clamps. Install the tie rod
ends using number of turns recorded
for each end. The rack assembly is now
ready to install in the car.
Before installing the rack center
the steering wheel and turn the pinion
shaft from lock to lock and center it
half way between the limits, assemble
the rack and the u-joint to the steering
column trying to not turn the rack or
pinion shaft. Reverse the removal steps
and torque all fasteners. Either set or
have the toe-in set by an alignment
shop and you should have a better
driving car.
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Safety Fast with Paint Materials

Article and images provided By Hank Nunn

R

ecently, while walking my dog, I
looked into an open garage door
and noticed a neighbor who had
quite a restoration project going in his
garage, a 1969 Camaro Convertible!
Bill was spraying primer, using an old
siphon feed gun, over some body work
when I stopped in. He was happy to
pause to talk about his project.
Remember, Bill was spraying
primer. His garage door was open, for
ventilation, according to Bill. He was
dressed in shorts, athletic shoes, and
old t-shirt. For a respirator, Bill wore a
particle mask.
I asked what he was spraying and
Bill showed me the cans of a wellknown European paint brand. “It’s
the best, most modern paint available.
Nothing but the best for my baby!” he
explained while petting the fender of
the old Chevy.
Being a 40 year veteran of the
Collision Repair Industry (Body
Shops) I could not help but to point
out a couple of the safety issues Bill
was ignoring, while spraying that fine

European Urethane paint. I picked up
a can of material and asked Bill if he
had read the label. “Sure! That’s where
you find out how to mix the primer!” I
pointed to a disclaimer, “FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY by professional,
trained painters. Not for sale to or use
by the general public.”
That disclaimer is on virtually every can of paint made for the automotive aftermarket. The wording varies,
but the message is very clear! “Oh that,
that’s just the paint company covering their butt in case they get sued,”
Bill explained. I asked Bill where he
bought his materials. “Online! I saved
a bundle!” he responded.
“Bill, let’s look at the ingredients. All of those chemicals, that I
can’t even pronounce, are in that can.
You have to mix the primers and paint
with catalysts, to make it harden up.
Those same hardeners can harden
your lungs. This stuff is full of carcinogens and isocyanates! Believe me Bill,
this can be poison if not properly used.
To make things worse, these chemicals
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don’t just enter our bodies through our
lungs. They enter through our eyes,
ears, mouths and even our skin.” Bill’s
training began.
His garage looks like most auto
hobbyist garages. He has a tool box, a
jack, a welder and a small compressor.
Anyone who repairs or restores their
classic car does. When needed, that
garage doubles as a spray booth. Everyone who undertakes the restoration
of a “collectible” car such as our MGs,
knows there are risks involved. We’ve
all left knuckle skin on components.
MIG welding inevitably sends little
balls of hot steel down our socks and
into our shoes, where those tiny balls
of hot steel lodge between our toes.
Grinding sends sparks everywhere.
There are plenty of ways to get hurt
working on cars! That’s part of the fun!
Most of us know how to avoid
injury while working on our cars. We
wear gloves and face shields. We know
to wear a welding helmet when welding and we learn to cover our socks.
We are careful about where those
grinding sparks are going. Those are
obvious safety issues.
My concern with this article is
not those obvious issues. I am more
concerned with the safety issues
presented by using modern paint
materials in the repair and restoration
of our cars. These safety issues are not
as obvious as those presented by sharp
objects, flying sparks, or melted metal
between our toes. In many ways, the
safety issues presented by the use of
modern paint materials can be far
more dangerous!
When I say “paint materials,”
I am referring to the primers, sealers, color coats, and clear coats used
to repair and refinish cars. In the
“good old days” these materials were
primarily lacquer based. They dried
as the thinners evaporated out of the
paint or primer. Today, most materials
are “High Solid Urethane” materials
which just like epoxy glue; require a
catalyst or hardener to solidify. Despite
the label, warning that these materials are “Not for sale to or use by the
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general public” we can buy them anywhere. You can get them online, as Bill
did, or at auto parts stores and automotive refinish specialty stores (jobbers).
Take a look at the picture of the
technician all dressed up. That is a
“professional, trained painter,”
painting. Notice his protective clothing. He is wearing a full body paint
suit, gloves, a full face shield with head
covering and he is breathing outside
or purified air. He is also working in a
heated, downdraft spray booth. There
is a significant difference between
Bill’s paint outfit and that of the
painter shown!
I am not saying, “Stop priming
and painting your MG in your shop or
garage!” I am saying that we must all
be more aware of the dangers of the
materials we use and take appropriate precautions. We are all going to
work on our cars. We will continue to
straighten dents, repair and replace
rusty panels, and some of us will even
undertake a full restoration. Let’s just
be a bit smarter about how we use the
paint materials!

Safety tips:
•

•

•

doors to keep the
spray area as fresh
as possible.
•

Use modern
spray technology to minimize
the materials
used. Look at
the “professional painter”
again. He is using
a HVLP spray
gun. These High
Volume Low
Pressure spray
guns are far more
efficient than the
older siphon guns
so more of those
expensive materials wind up on
your MG rather
than in your
lungs! Since they
are “gravity feed”
guns, there is no
paint left over in
the gun.

•

The painter
is also using a
disposable cup
system. These
systems are fantastic! The material is mixed and sprayed from a
disposable plastic liner. When you
are done, simply throw it away.

Get protected! Disposable paint
suits are cheap! You can reuse them
for a while, but they are cheap, so
you might as well buy a few. I also
use mine to protect myself when
spraying poison oak!
Wear rubber gloves! Whenever
you are mixing or spraying paint
materials, glove up! Again, disposables are cheap.
Get and use a full face respirator.
Remember, these chemicals enter
through our eyes, mouth, lungs
and skin. Cover your full face.
Don’t go cheap when buying the
respirator. Change the cartridges
frequently! The old guideline was:
“Change the cartridges when you
can smell paint.” That’s too long
and too late! Find out the manufacturer’s recommended change intervals and change them! Also provide
ventilation – use fans and open
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•

Gun clean-up is simple as only the
spray tip needs to be cleaned.

•

Mix only what you will use. Mix
in ounces, not is cups! When I
restored my 67 MGB, I used three
ounce disposable cups for all priming, sealing and painting of jambs
and interior parts. I did not even
use a gallon of thinner to clean up
the shop, the car and spray guns.

•

Get help! Bill bought his materials
online. He got his materials, but he
got little help with his purchase. I
strongly suggest purchasing materials from your local jobber. They

can help select the proper material
for the individual job and with the
selection and fit of safety equipment. Your jobber can help you
choose the best respirator and help
with the intervals for changing the
filter elements.
Go ahead, repair and restore your
MG! But be aware of the hazards
presented by the use of modern paint
materials and protect yourself from
those dangers!
Hank Nunn spent 40 years in the
collision repair industry as shop owner,
technician, industry consultant, trainer
and regional manager. He is a lifelong
MG fan and is looking forward to his
next MG restoration in his home shop in
Newberg, Oregon. Hank may be reached
at h_nunn@msn.com
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Charcoal Canister Repair

By Steve Shultz, North Carolina MG Car Club

W

hen was the last time that
you thought about your
charcoal canister? There is
no shame in admitting that the time
in question coincided with Reagan
as president and your cordless phone
sporting a retractable antenna longer
than your arm. Most of us pay no
mind to that rotund black canister
hiding in the back corner of the
engine bay. Provided of course, that
your car has such a beast. Early cars
simply vented to atmosphere, while
later cars required those wandering
vapours to the corralled into something a bit better for the environment.
But it’s safe to guess than unless
you’ve serviced your char-can since
Obama had his mail forwarded to
Pennsylvania Avenue, it no longer
does much of anything other than to
collect grime. Over time the nooks
and crannies in the activated carbon
fill with captured hydrocarbons,
and the canister essentially becomes
inert.
Renewing your canister is one of
the easier bits of maintenance for our
little cars. All you need are basic hand
tools and some inexpensive supplies.
Sure, you can buy a new unit and lay
out a couple of Jacksons after shipping, but for the cost of a coffee filter,
you can make your existing can as
good as new.
Simply remove the lines leading
to and from the can, loosen the retaining bracket, and remove the unit
from the car. Don’t be overly surprised to see a few pieces of activated
charcoal dribble out of the part as
you move it around, for after all these
years, the internal screens holding
the carbon in place are likely to have
disintegrated. And you really want
to keep those bits of charcoal from
migrating to your anti run-on valve
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or other inappropriate locations.
Place your canister over a sheet
of newspaper and twist apart. Inside
you will find a few ounces of activated charcoal and an upper and lower
screen (or what remains of the rusted
out upper and lower screens that used
to be there). You have a couple of
choices as how to refresh the charcoal. You can proceed over to the pet
shop and purchase some activated
aquarium charcoal and simply discard the existing media, or your can
burn off the captured hydrocarbons
and reuse what you have. It’s sort of
fun to burn off the stored fumes, and
this can be accomplished fairly easily
with a hand-held propane torch. To
do this, spread the carbon on an appropriate surface and heat with the
torch until your hydrocarbons-withno-further-use are burned off. An old
spatula helps to spread and turn the
charcoal.
Once you’ve renewed your
carbon, or replaced with new, grab
a couple of coffee filters, mark off
the appropriate diameter, and cut
two, one for the top and one for the
bottom. Some owners like to double
up, in which case you’ll cut four.
You can also use some scraps of fine
mesh screen, just ensure that the
mesh size is smaller than the bits of
charcoal. Repack the canister with a
filter/screen on top, followed by the
charcoal, and then the other filter/
screen on the bottom. Reinstall the
mounting bracket and hoses, and you
are off to the races.
Now your char-can is back to
doing what the engineer intended
and you can tuck this little instruction sheet away until some future
date when you’ll think, “gee, was it
really way back when that former
decathlete swapped genders that I
last changed my vapour can?”
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Voltage Stabilizers, Electronic Fuel Pumps & Banana Pancakes

By Barry Rosenberg, Peachtree MG Club

H

ow many of you have run out of
gas because your gauge was off?
Or how many have cars running too hot and you know it is not?
Your most likely problem is the voltage
stabilizer.
Most old British cars use this device to regulate the voltage to the fuel,
electric temp, and electric oil pressure
gauges. They are supposed to take
either battery or charging system voltage and drop it to a constant 10-volts,
or so. Unless they completely fail, they
fail by putting out too much voltage,
causing the gauges to read high. The
old mechanical ones had a bimetallic
arm that was wrapped with thin wire.
Voltage going thru the wire heated
the bimetallic arm causing it to make
and break contact internally with
the output terminal. It does this very
rapidly, like a turn signal flasher that is
working.
This allowed about 10-volts to
pass thru. It was very clever of the
Brits to come up with this. Before this,
the gauges were designed with two
internal electric magnets. One had full
voltage from the battery or charging
system and the other had reduced current through the sending unit in the
tank. The difference in magnetic pull
made the needle move. These gauges
were adjustable if you have the right
instruments to set them.
The reason the stabilizer became
needed was the gauges would read
higher the more voltage that went thru
them and they bounced something
awful. And the old temp gauges used
a capillary tube that was fragile and
expensive. These gauges are not that
accurate to start with so that much
variation was not acceptable. Voltage
stabilizers allowed them to use less
expensive gauges and still read within
the British realm of accuracy.
If your gauges start to read too

high, the stabilizer is adjustable to a
degree. Remove it, on MGB/C it is on
the firewall behind the big gauges. The
original ones will have two terminals,
one male and the other female, this
eliminates you getting it back together
wrong. Well, it should.
They all have the same color
wires, dark green on the male terminals (marked B for battery) and green
with a light green stripe on the female
terminals (marked I for instrument). If
you do not know the difference in the
terminals, look at your genitals and
see what you have and what it looks
like. Each terminal has two places to
plug the wires onto, it does not matter
which one you use as long as it is male
to female and female to male. Got it?
There is a small tab that is covered
with a glue. Using a small pair of pliers,
you can turn the screw to adjust the
stabilizer. Turning it anti-clockwise
should lower the voltage a little and
the opposite if you turn it clockwise.
Most voltmeters will not show this,
some say a good digital will but not all.
Remember, it is making and breaking
contact very rapidly and it really does
not change the voltage it just allows
some of it to pass thru, about 10-volts.
It is “FM” the way it works.
Another problem these little units
have is the internal ground. If you look
closely at where the case is crimped
over, you will see a tiny tab poking
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out from under the case, this is an
internal ground. It can get corrosion
between it and the case. Use a spray
corrosion cleaner to help it. To test, use
a temporary ground to the cars body
and reconnect the wires. Also watch
that you have the arrow that shows top
in the right direction. You can make
minor adjustments to the little tab and
watch the fuel gauge reading differ.
The gauge may take several seconds to
respond, be patient.
Once you have it where you want
it, replace it and make sure it is screwed
to something that has ground. You
need not re-glue the adjuster, it ain’t
moving on its own. The other option
you have is to buy a new electronic
unit from any supplier. Why, you may
ask, did I not just suggest this to start
with; because, the electronic units are
junk. We have had them fail within
weeks of installation and one failed
after 150 feet. It did not make it out of
our parking lot.
The old original used ones are a
better buy than a new electronic one.
If you buy the new one, get two as you
will need a spare soon. The other problem with the new units is the terminals. There are still two but now each
has a male and female side to them.
And the terminals on your wiring harness are very loose fits to the stabilizer.
Why they cannot make them correctly
is beyond me.
Next tip, electronic fuel pumps.
Generally, I don’t like them. I have
seen the new electronic SU pumps fail
after a short use period. I like the old
point type SU pumps. If; however, you
want an electronic pump, get a Facet.
These are cube designed mostly in a
gold color case about 2” cubed. They
come with a ground strap and hot lead,
1/8” pipe tap barbed fittings, and a
filter. They come positive or negative
ground and in a variety of pressures.
The most common one we use would
be the 40171 or 40178. They are available all over – try AircraftSpruce.com.
These are both negative ground
and have 2.5 to 4 lbs. of pressure.
These can be attached anywhere under
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the car as they will lift the fuel at least
12” and push it to the carbs with no
problem. You do not need a separate
pressure regulator with the correct
pump. You should mount a permanent
pump at the back as they push better
than they pull.
You will notice a rather loud ticking from the pump, a lot more than a
SU. If this bothers you, and it will as
it is continuous, here is my tip. Get a
MGB rear transmission mount, they
are only a few bucks, and mount the
pump to the wide flange. The holes in
the mount fit the holes in the pump.
Then find or make one hole for the
other side of the mount where there is
a stud, 5/16” fine thread.
Place the stud though a hole, you
can drill one near where the original
pump mounted or reuse one from that
pump and secure the trans mount to
the body. You have to remember to
ground the pump to the body and not
the mount as it is rubber and it does
not ground. Then connect the fuel
hoses and you are ready to go. This
makes the pump as quite as an SU.
These pumps can be mounted
under the hood for an emergency
pump to get home. I carry enough
wire with alligator clips or terminals
already attached, zip ties to secure the
pump temporarily under the hood and
fuel line with clamps as a spare pump.
If you do not need it, you will loan it to
someone who does.
Tip three, what to do with spoiled
black bananas? Peel them and place
in a microwave safe glass dish covered
with plastic wrap (microwave safe).
Heat on high about two minutes until
they look like they are dissolving into
a liquid. Let them cool. Using any box
pancake mixture, use the bananas
and liquid as part of the water or milk.
You can add a little more water or milk
if the batter is too thick. Then make
some of the best banana pancakes
ever. Throw some chopped up pecans
(properly pronounced pee-cans) in to
the mix and with some real bacon, you
have a great breakfast on your hands.
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Photo Essay: Unique Fog Lamp Mounting

Article and images provided By Andy Ackerman, MG Club of St. Louis

T

he concept was to make a mounting bracket for a fog/driving light while
keeping the integrity of the MG/-GT body with minimal damage to the
bumper and taking a minimalist approach to additional brackets. Many
thanks to John and Keith Mangles for originating the idea and seeing this project
to fruition.

1

The bumper guard is cut in half with a plasma cutter
according to precise measurements.

2

Smoothing down all the rough edges and providing
a nice platform for welding.
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3

5

Seam ground off and a smooth finish.
Welding the top cover plate in where the bumper guard was cut in half.

6
4

The finished weld seam.
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Getting the proper fit on the bumper and subsequently drilling a hole for the wiring of the light.
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7

8

Tech Talk
Hi Mr. Twist,
I thoroughly enjoy your videos and
have learned a great deal. I have a 79 MG
Midget that when I drive it, oil comes out
of the dipstick (the oil level is correct). I
believe it is a problem with the air intake;
however I haven’t been able to isolate the
problem. I have two carbon filters and it
looks like only one line that comes off of
the valve cover and the splits part goes to
the weber carb the other part goes to the
front canister. Do you have a video that
shows the proper routing for this model?
Thank you, —David Mullins

The bracket will be painted with a primer
and final coat of chrome paint. The rubber
front plate from the original bumper guard
will be trimmed down and shaped.

The foglight bumper overrider was attached
to the bumper with the original bolt through
the original hole intended for the bumper
overider.

9

Hello Mr. Twist,
My friend has a 72 MGB that would
not crank and run. I replaced the coil,
points, condenser, and cap, and got it to
running. While I was at it, I changed the
plugs, adjusted the valves, changed the
fuel filter and timed the ignition.
However, one of the SU carbs
was flooding so bad that gas was
actually pouring out of the throttle
body; so I rebuilt both carbs and
tuned them by using the Colortune
tool. The car now runs like a kitten, but has no get up and go, aka
no acceleration. I replaced the fuel
in the tank and added some gas
treatment but that has not helped.

The finished product.
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David,
When the engine is operating,
especially at high speed, there is a
certain amount of blow-by (gasses
that pass the rings into the sump)
that must be vented. If the engine is
not ventilated correctly these gasses
build up and will cause the seals to
leak, oil consumption to rise, and spit
oil from the dipstick.
The valve cover vent used to
be “Teed” to the center port in the
charcoal canister and the vent on
the carb. You need to ensure that
the vent into the air cleaner is large
enough. I do have a recent YouTube
video showing the installation of a
larger vent.
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John Twist
Technical Coordinator
The MGB Driver
Any advice on where to look next
would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you, —Earl Moore
Earl,
There are any number of problems that could cause this situation
– from the most common – a problem with the timing, to something
bizarre – as an air cleaner gasket that
has slipped during installation and
covers the carb inlet.
I would do the following:
Ensure the mechanical advance in
the distributor is free. Then set the
timing at 32-degrees BTDC at full
mechanical advance (about 4000
rpm) with the vacuum disconnected.
You’ll need a dial back timing light.
If you don’t have that timing light,
go for about 15-degrees at 1500 rpm.
Second, disconnect the evaporative
lines from the carbs (the ones that
travel to the charcoal canister) and
see if there’s a difference in running.
It’s not uncommon for the charcoal
canister to become plugged after a
severe overflow and prevent atmospheric pressure from reaching the
gasoline in the float bowls.
Hi John,
I have had a 1970 Australian built
MGB for the last three years. Plenty of the
fixes and restoration project have seen
success with the help of your wonderful
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YouTube clips. Thanks for sharing your
knowledge and experience.
My boot (trunk) lock failed a few days
ago and I have looked at all the published
methods for regaining access. I have
adapted your method, still gaining access
through the reverse light but by tying a
loop of twine around the end of an LCD
remote camera and hooking it around the
catch, I managed to open the lock within
15 minutes without damaging panels or
locks. Best regards, —Guy
Guy,
That’s an ingenious method. I’ve
copied it onto others in the trade.
Dear Mr. Twist,
Foremost, your videos are as entertaining as they are insightful and as a
very new (and first time!) owner of a 1967
B/GT, they are invaluable as well. The B/
GT I have is equipped with O/D but it is
not the original 3-synchro one, it is a blue
plate Laycock. Frankly, having had a ¹66
AH 3000 with no synchro in first, I¹m a
touch relieved. My question is this: a fellow B/GT owner thinks my gear shift lever
is incorrect even for the blue plate. If I am
correctly informed, the original trannies
had the bent shifter but the blue plate was
chrome and straight. The issue is that
my shifter is powder-coated black and
seems longer (higher - measures six inces
from gaiter/tranny tunnel to bottom of
knob) than an original. If it’s not, can you
guide me to where I might find the correct
shifter? Many thanks, —Kim LeMasters

Kim,
I can answer some of your questions. On the early MGBs, 62-67,
there are two chrome gear levers.
The bent one is fitted to the standard gearbox, the straight one is
fitted to the overdrive. On the later
MGBs with the all synchro gearboxes
there are three levers all of which are
interchangeable. There is a straight
chrome plated one, a straight black
painted one, and the later slotted
one (77-80). I believe the change
from chrome to painted was made at
the introduction of the center console in 1972, as the earlier cars had an
accordianed rubber gaiter and the
later had a gear lever boot.
John Twist - HELP!!
I bought my 1971 MGB/GT new
when I returned from Vietnam - still
have it. At the beginning of the summer,
I adjusted the valves, went through the
distributor, new plugs, wires and all that,
rebuilt the carbs, and float bowls, and for
the first time since I’ve owned it, can’t get
it to run right! And - I just found out, my
TDC is on number four plug! Water pump
just let go, emergency brake doesn’t work,
and other stuff.
Frustrated! —Steve Stricker
Steve,
Remember that the engine turns
twice for each distributor revolution
– hence you’ll hit TDC twice during
one turn of the distributor. You can
connect your timing light to either
#1 or #4 and achieve the same result.

I’ll send you a list of tuning
instructions.
You can free up your
handbrake cable. You’ll need
three people! One inside to
pull the handbrake handle
up, one at the left rear to pull
the handbrake cable off, and
one to run the grease gun
(assuming there’s a grease
fitting on the cable). Disconnect the cable from the left
rear. Grasp the end of the cable with vise grips and PULL
the inner cable from the sheath.
Then, the person inside pulls it on,
then the person at the rear pulls it
off. Exercise the cable fifty times or
so, pushing grease into the cable or
coating the exterior with WD 40 or
similar. Make certain you free up the
swivel at the rear axle, too.
John,
I am currently in the process of building an LH over drive transmission for our
1977 MGB. I got this transmission (disassembled in a box) as part of a purchase
of a 1978 MGB parts car. Now that I am
ready to start the build of the transmission I find that I am a few parts short. I
need an overdrive output flange, nut and
washer. I also need the overdrive adapter
(the case piece that goes between the main
transmission case and the over drive case
and mounts the shifter mechanicals and
as well as the shifter remote assembly). If
you by chance have any of these parts in
your vast part parts warehouse please let
me know what it would take for you to let
them go.
Thanks, —Jim Buckalew
Jim,

I have bits and pieces for the OD,
but that intermediate housing complete with guts will be the sticking
point here. You might continue your
search and try to find a complete OD
– they’re out there and not “that”
expensive. You could then use your
parts as spares when you go through
the whole unit.
Dear John Twist,
I have watched many MGB videos
that you have created. I purchased a 1969
MGB in March 2015 that has been sitting
58
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since 1992. My quick question is that
recently I have been working on painting
the wire wheel and drums. I noticed after
I removed the passenger side wheel (with
the car in neutral) that when the car idles
the rear axle turns. I have some video to
make this clearer. This might be normal
but I found it bizarre.
I love the videos and pointers,
—
 Christopher Kennedy
Chris,
When the engine idles, the first
motion shaft in the gearbox is turning as well as the laygear. The laygear
spins the speed gears and “some”
of this motion is transferred to the
mainshaft through the oil and friction. You can stop the rear axle from
turning with your hand (usually).
This is not unusual or indicative of
any fault. When we’re tuning an MG
on the hoist it’s not uncommon for
the rear wheels to turn – sometimes
pretty quickly.
John,
I installed an inverted spin-on oil
filter on my 1970 MGB. I purchased it
used and it is fine except it does not have a
standpipe that goes in the filter head and
extends up into the spin-on filter. Should
I add a standpipe? If so, do you know the
ID of the hole the standpipe fits in?
Thank you, —Neal Roland
Neal,
I assume you have the top loading oil filter housing used from 1970
through 1980 with the exception
of about six months in 1974 when
a bottom loading filter (from the
Morris Marina) was fitted. This is
the BEST oil filter housing, by far,
except for the felt canister filter fit-
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ted from 1963-1967 (which will not
clear a pre-engaged starter motor
1968 – 1980). The WORST filter is the
upright canister used 1968-1969 as
it drains resulting in a bearing rattle
when cold starting the engine. This
housing takes a NAPA Gold 1068 Filter; the outlet is 1/2” BSP; the fitting
for the filter is 3/4-16 SAE; the pipe is
1/2” OD and stands 1 1/2” above the
threads or about 2 1/8” above the
filter contact surface.
This is what I would do. Purchase a 1/4” NPT pipe nipple, a 1/4”
NPT tap, and two 3/4-16 nuts. Run
the nuts down the oil filter threads so
they won’t distort. Use the 1/4” NPT
tap and thread into the inside of the
oil filter threads. Fit the pipe nipple
and adjust the length so it matches
the numbers above. Obviously, clean
all the chips and swarf from the
housing.
Hi John,
In Altoona on Sunday you did an
assessment of problems on my 74 1/2
Tundra MGB. You asked me to email
you today for some details about what I
needed. One question.....you mentioned
the non-functional vacuum advance. A
mechanic friend had already told me that
and also said there were other issues/problems with the distributor. I have not seen
model 25D for sale, only model 45. Would
you recommend that as a replacement, or
should I try to find a good used 25D, or
(refurbish mine if that is
even possible)?
Thanks again for
coming to Altoona! It
was a fun day. The next
day, my battery died.
I checked the repair
records and it was last
replaced in 2001, so I’d
say we got our money’s
worth! It was from back
when it still said “Sears
and ROEBUCK” on the
battery. —Mike

live a long, long time – yours is an excellent example. Too bad you didn’t
get the “guaranteed for life” battery
(although that promotion may have
already been cancelled by 2001). I
had a customer with an MG1100 for
which he’d purchased a battery from
Montgomery Ward. They turned
their warranties over to Sears, I think.
Graham chuckled when he replaced
his last battery, probably 30 years
after his first purchase!
The 45D and the 25D are suitable
for the engine. The style of points/
condenser changes as well as the cap.
The point gap is the same on both
units – 0.015”, but the high lift cam
on the 25D yields a 60 degree dwell,
whereas the asymmetric cam on the
45D yields a 52-degree dwell.
It is the advance curve that is
important. Some of the replacement
distributors (remember that Lucas no
longer exists as a manufacturer) are
Chinese knockoffs that don’t have
the right advance.
Your distributor has an 18-degree cam which requires a negative four degrees static setting. The
better distributors have a 10-degree
cam which allows the idle to remain
stable and not be so dependent on
vacuum. All distributors need to be
set at 32-degrees maximum, vacuum
disconnected.
You can purchase a vacuum
advance for your distributor from
Britishvacuumunit.com and from the

Mike,
I contend that the
most oversold part
of the MGBs is the
battery. Batteries can
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major suppliers, too.
John,
Hope you can give me some
advice. I owned a MGB for many
years and called from time to time
during your technical hour. In
the last few years, I have owned
Spridgets. A MG Midget was
my first sports car and as many
enthusiasts I wanted to revisit the
car of my youth! My current ‘69 AH
Sprite is really an amalgam of Midget and
Sprite parts including some components
from my original round wheel arch MG
Midget.
I have a question about the correct
distributor for the 1969 AH Sprite. For all
practical purposes, this vehicle is identical to a ’69 Mark III MG Midget. I hope
you won’t mind including it in your MGB
Driver ‘Tech Talk’ column. In my capacity
as the NAMGBR Early Midget/AH Sprite
Registrar, I have been promoting inclusion of Sprites and Midgets (Spridgets) in
our Register. After all, MG is the ‘Mark of
Friendship’! Getting back to the car, several years ago I acquired the ’69 Sprite as
a junked, stripped race car. It was missing
a number of the original parts needed for
licensed street driving (headlights, windshield wiper motor, accessories, wiring
harness, etc). Essentially, anything that
added weight and wasn’t needed for racing
had been removed. However the body was
solid and having a 30+ year collection of
Spridget parts in my attic, I took on the
project. I did not have the correct distributor for the car, but I did have two used 25D
distributors from either MG Midgets or
MGBs. The centrifugal weights in the distributors differ; one has weights stamped
with a 10-degree mark and the other has a

13-degree mark. Both are rebuilt and have
working vacuum and centrifugal advance.
The ’69 Sprite has a 1275 engine bored out
20 thousandths with a set of 1966 spec
carburetors (AUD136) with AN standard
needles and a PCV valve. The vacuum advance is attached to the port on the front
carburetor. I’m using the stock air cleaners, intake and exhaust manifold with the
later 1970’s era muffler/silencer combination. Is either distributor correct for this
setup? I’d like to adjust the timing with
my dial-back timing light. Can you time
it in a similar manner to the MGB engine
at full advance? If so, what value advance
and rpm would be best? SPRIDGETS
RULE! Thank you in advance,
—Bruce Hamper,
NAMGBR Spridget Registrar
Bruce,
I would use the 10-degree distributor. Set the timing at 32 BTDC, vacuum
disconnected, at full mechanical advance
(about 4,000 rpm). You’ll need a dial
back timing light. Highlight the timing
marks on the cover and front pulley with a
paint pencil (from Staples, etc). The 1969
original Sprite used a distributor without a vacuum advance, but the vacuum
advance helps with fuel economy.
John,
Have you done a YouTube
video on heater core replacement in
a MGB? I watched the heater valve
video. Winters coming, the heater
core is my next project.
Thanks again for what you do,
—Dave
Dave,
I have not done a heater
core replacement video yet. It’s
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Thanks again for your help. I
cannot find anyone here in Utah
with any knowledge of MGs. I attached a photo of the fuse box. (In
the first picture the purple wires
look kind of funny so I attached a
second picture of the purple wires at
the fuse box). Thanks again for your
help. —Mark

a REAL chore – and that is today’s
understatement. But – heater cores
are rarely faulty. Follow me through
on this: Because the heater hose surrounds the heater core inlet and outlet so close to the heater box, if the
hose begins to leak, it will leak into
the heater box. The resulting sweet
smelling film condensing on the
inside of the windscreen makes you
believe the heater core is faulty. Most
often it is NOT! Try a suction test on
the heater core – it should hold a
vacuum indefinitely. The cores do
silt up – run your garden hose into
the top, outlet, fitting and watch the
orange yucky sediment blow out of
the bottom, inlet, fitting.
John,
Do you guys there at University motors have any kind of video for a soft top
installation on a Midget or know where I
can find one? —Brian
Brian,
Not yet, but I’ll remind Curt who
does our installations to remind me
to make one next time he fits a top.
John,
You were absolutely correct! It is
something in that circuit. I unhooked the
brown wire opposite of the three purple
wires on the fuse box and the light no
longer lights up with the key off. I assume
the brown wire is the supply to the fuse
and the purple wires go to the accessories?
Should I start by unhooking the purple
wires one at a time to further determine
which circuit it is? I think one of the purple
wires goes to the horn, I unplugged the
purple wire under the steering wheel and
the light still comes on so I assume the
horn wiring and switches are OK.
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Mark,
There may be some problem behind the radio console. How
that purple circuit gets into the ignition circuit is odd. Figure out which
wire is causing the problem. Then
see what the other wires operate (interior light, trunk light, horns, bright
light flasher, cigarette lighter), and
then give me a call. I can search the
wiring loom for the problem – but,
again, my guess is the problem is a
crossed circuit in the console.
Hey John,
I met you at the MG convention in
Wheaton Illinois. I cannot figure out why
my rear carb is not receiving fuel. Drive for
a while and the car begins to stumble and
backfires. I removed carbs cleaned them
and problem continued after driving for
20-15 min. I then removed the fuel line
between carbs and no gas is going to rear
carb while car is on. Don’t know why fuel
isn’t reaching rear carb. 1972 MGB with
HIF carbs. Spark and timing not an issue
replaced all the ignition side. Please help!
Thanks, —Ryan Clementz
Ryan,
I suspect there is no fuel to the
front carburetor, either, although
you don’t mention that. There is a
passageway in the front carb that
feeds fuel to the outlet on the rear
side. I suppose something could
be in there, blocking it off, but I’ve
never seen that before. More likely
the whole fuel supply is faulty – and
it’s the rear carb that runs out of fuel
first. You should be able to run a
wire through that passageway on the
front carb.
Hello John,
This is Steve Sam and I’m a member
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of the MG Car Club of Toronto. It
was good to see you at the recent
MG 2015 event in Niagara Falls
although my stay was curtailed to
1-1/2 days due to a family emergency and therefore unable to meet you
to ask the following question: Have
you come across any MGs with a
train horn? I have a ‘65 MGB with
regular two trumpet air horn but
would like to install a much louder
train horn having heard one on
an ‘85 El Dorado. If yes, can you
recommend any brand and/or offer any
advice/comments on this?
Thanks and regards, —Steve Sam
Steve,
My visit to Niagara was too short
also. That was a really nice venue.
Any horn is better than no horn,
but air horns are really nice on an
MG. They instantly grab everyone’s
attention. The early Lucas Windtone
horns, especially when a High note
and Low note are used, makes the
distinctive MG horn sound – and
that’s pretty loud. A train horn? Oh
boy!
One of my guys here has a train
horn he purchased at a yard sale for
$10 or something. Connected to line
pressure at the shop it wakes up the
whole neighborhood! I’d think you’d
need an air tank in reserve to run a
horn like that since the little rotary
compressors for the more modern
air horns wouldn’t be able to deliver
the pressure and volume necessary.
So, I have no experience doing this.
If you do fit one, please take
a YouTube video of it in use,
especially near the railroad
crossings!

the lower radiator hose to a rubber hose
that runs through the intake, and eventually ends up in the heater box. The pipe
does not show in any parts break downs
I look at. Was this a weekend warrior fix
or does it belong there? If it does belong,
what is it called, and where can I find one.
If it does not belong, any suggestions for
replacing it?
Thank you in advance for your time, —
Dave
Dave,
That pipe is available although
it has an outlet that must be capped.
Sometimes we make up something
from copper pipe and then paint it
black. Or, you can make up a reducer
from copper fittings and just run a
1/2” piece of heater hose from the
heater outlet to the rad hose. The
original pipe is not very handy in
this application as there’s no place
to easily position it. We’ll send you a
pipe for $10 plus shipping. Call Mike
if you want it.

John,
Great job on all your YouTube
videos; being new to the MG world
they have been extremely helpful. I
have a 1980 MGB, with a Webber
down draft carb. I am trying to find
that little metal pipe that connects
Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to answer your technical query; you can e-mail
him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com or call during his technical hour of 1-2pm
Eastern, Monday-Friday.
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Registrars of NAMGBR
Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins • (919) 676-8888

MGB Registrar
Jack Long • (410) 450-1385

Sell • Seek • Swap!

Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial
ads. Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to mgslime@swbell.net or 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing and may be
edited for content. • Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising
Coordinator (see inside front cover.) Ads run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the
right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

343 Spencela Parkway
Forest Hill, MD 21050
mgb@namgbr.net

2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
original@namgbr.net

MGB LE Registrar
Ken Smith •

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith •

PO Box 8645
Goleta, CA 93111
mgble@namgbr.net

MC3955, UCHC, 263 Farmington Ave,
Farmington, CT 06030
hammertongs@namgbr.net

unusual (2.0L, hi-compression head, Japanese carb).
New head and distributor in 2014. Under dash and
steering column could use some work. Winter storage
unit. New top. Roll bar. $6000; Tom Clifford,
tjclifford@yahoo.com MI
050515

Early Midget/Sprite Registrar
Bruce Hamper • (314) 822-4831

Post Abingdon Registrar
Mark Jones • (519) 862-3763

1966 and 1977 MG Midgets – titled project
cars for restoration. $500 for both. Cars are in midWillamette Valley and can be delivered within 200
miles. Cars are 95% complete. Will consider selling
individually. Stew Cleave (503) 932-8794 or cleavefamily@comcast.net OR
050615

132 Wildwood Lane
Kirkwood, MO 63122
midget-sprite@namgbr.net

P.O. Box 1203, 510 Albert Blvd.
Corunna, Ontario, NON 1GO Canada
postabingdon@namgbr.net

1500 Midget Registrar
Steve Olson • (816) 452-3540

Next Generation Registrar
Alex Mantell • 217-552-6033

3540 North Kenwood
Kansas City, MO 64116-2792
1500midget@namgbr.net

2147 CR 1100 N
Sidney, IL 61877
mantellalex@yahoo.com

1974½ MGB Registrar
Dennis Taylor •

5941 Rounder Lane
Holly Springs, NC 27540
1974.5MGB@namgbr.net

MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar
Mike Grieco • (308) 452-3090

519 Grand Avenue
Ravenna, Nebraska 68869
mgbv8@namgbr.net

1970 MGB – White, all original body, engine is

1980 MGB LE – Black with the Champagne (tan)

interior. The Champagne Interior was discontinued
in 6/80 and the manufacture of all MGs ended in
10/1980. This car was made in February of 1980. It
runs perfectly. The hot oil pressure is 75 lbs. The
overdrive is smooth and flawless. The only items to
change from new are the five tires, battery, water
pump, hoses, heater valve and oil line from the block
to the pressure gauge. This low mileage car, 4,100
original miles, will give you years of worry free
service. $16,500; Email lon1950@me.com or call
515-225-2730 IA
		
060715

1977 MGB – BRG, 55k miles, 15k on rebuilt
engine; full body restoration plus a lot of upgrades in
the last four years. Excellent top and interior; garaged
year round. $8000; Lisa Kelley (248) 701-6227 or
tikijudy@comcast.net MI
060715
1979 MGB – Brooklands Green, black interior.

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Lloyd Faust •

Garaged, excellent condition. Clutch master cylinder
recently replaced and serviced regularly since purchased in 1998. Included, spare Zenith Stromberg
carburetor, interior spares, service and maintenance
parts, supplies, and misc. fasteners. Maintained by
mechanic with 45 years experience with MG cars.
Information; NAMGBR registration: 8-3768. Build
date: 10-78. 64K miles on odometer thought to be
correct. $8500.00 obo.
Jim Pendleton, (573) 696-3551,
jependleton@hotmail.com. MO
091015

704 Timber Lake Circle
Southlake, TX 76092-7248
pullhandle@namgbr.net

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Bill Fox •

998 Northwestern Ave
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
1100-1300@namgbr.net

MGC Registrar
John Rogers • (530) 432-9595
18251 Starduster Dr.
Nevada City Ca. 95959
mgc@namgbr.net

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan • (517) 295-3599
11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
100kmile@namgbr.net
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CARS FOR SALE

1971 MGB/GT V8 Conversion – 3.5 Rover V-8 w/a

Borg Warner T-35 AUTOMATIC transmission, a BeCool radiator, Ford Mustang rear axle w/ 2.78 ratio,
a 1977 – 1980 MG dash w/Golden Oldies Auto Meter
gauges, Fiero seats, Konig 16x7 wheels w/ new tyres,
Flowmaster mufflers w/ SS exhaust, RV8 bonnet, and
14200 miles since rebuild. Plus many extra parts. Bob
Forsblom, Columbus, Ohio, (614) 378-8153, Forsblom@wideopenwest.com. $6500.00. OH
091015

Selling or Buying an MG?
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1953 MGTD – Jaguar Blue over Butterscotch

leather hides with tan canvas soft top and matching
side curtains; number’s matching. Earlier total professional restoration - recent refurbishments include new
stainless steel exhaust system, battery, electronic fuel
pump, brakes, and more. $21,000 Dave Osborn, (401)
965-4485 email for more pictures
sugarloaf hill@verizon.net RI
111215

1979 MGB - One owner for past 30 years;

Ex-Leyland and Nisonger executive’s car.
New everything – nothing needed – a sure show winner. $12,500. Call Jay Marquess for more info.
(203) 367-1089 or (203) 394-8010 (Cell) CT
111215

1971 MGB - Red/Black – exceptional car, wire

wheels, completely assessed and vetted, rust free, and
ready to drive with confidence. New in the last 200
miles: chrome wire wheels, tires, hubs, tune-up, all
hydraulics, starter, batter, alternator, rear brakes, master cylinder, wheel bearings, and heater valve. $7500.
Steve Day, (509) 662-5374,
britishcarranch@hotmail.com WA
111215

1979 MGB - One owner for past 30 years;

Ex-Leyland and Nisonger executive’s car.
New everything – nothing needed – a sure show winner. $12,500. Call Jay Marquess for more info.
(203) 367-1089 or (203) 394-8010 (Cell) CT
111215

WANTED
Wanted 1967 or older MGB roadster (or

Canadian 1968 MGB with metal dash). Looking for a
preserved or restored example or a blend of the two.
Would consider a stalled restoration. I would prefer
a car that has been kept or redone as original-spec or
close to it. Don Scott - tartanredmgb@gmail.com
or call (707) 942-0546 CA
050613

PARTS FOR SALE
Windshield for a MG Midget/Sprite - New

Chrome plating on frame with new glass installed
$795.00 plus shipping. Also, many other parts for a
MGB available after the rebuild of my last B. Contact
Roger at (763) 420-8159 or rljlolson@embarqmail.
com MN
050615

Early 1970s MGB engine with overdrive
transmission - Engine has less than 35,000 miles

on it. Runs and has 70+ oil pressure $2,500 Allen Lee,
(217) 382-5570 or chickory@fairpoint.net IL
050615

MGB side fill transmission w/ an LH overdrive. Completely rebuilt, guaranteed for one year.

Sale price $1800.00 firm, plus shipping etc. Bob
Forsblom, Columbus, Ohio, (614) 378-8153, Forsblom@wideopenwest.com. OH
091015

MGB Parts - MGB 5-main bearing engine -18GB/
UH/3142; needs rebuild, long block $100; 1973

Take advantage of NAMGBR’s Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified A great way AMCO hardtop $500, 1973 Smog pump and related
parts $100; Dave Ring (580) 382-1050 or
to find or sell that hard-to-find part or that next project.

pistonring1@hotmail.com

OK

111215

Where 2 ‘B

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages local
groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MG Driver. Information must include date, location,
and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to The MG Driver
Editor, 2530 Clifton Ave, St. Louis, MO 63139 or e-mail editor@namgbr.net and post your event
on our website; www.namgbr.org/events

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2015
• Feb 28............British Car Show, Boca Raton, FL • www.goldcoastbritcar.com
• Mar 19...........British Car Show, New Orleans, LA • www.bmcno.com

• April 8-10.......Kimber Festival, Allentown, PA • fc900@gmail.com
• April 17..........British Swap Meet, Chicago, IL • www.chicagolandmg.com
• April 29-30.....North Meets South 2016 Santa Ynez Valley.CA • www.paradisecarclub.com
• May 8-11........ British V8, Townsend, TN • www.britishv8.org
• May 20-23.....Carlisle Import Show, Carlisle, PA • www.carlisleevents.com
• May 28-June 6 British Car Week –> Drive your car everywhere!
• June 5............British Return to Ft Meigs, Perrysburg, OH • www.lebcc.org
• June 5............British by the Sea, Waterford, CT • www.ctmgclub.com
• June 13-17 .....MG 2016, Louisville, KY • www.mg2016.com
• July 16-18 – Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix, Pittsburg, PA • www.pvgp.org
• July 22-23 – British Car Show, Kenmore, WA • www.abfm.com
• Sept 15-18......British Car Show & NAMGBR Regional, Dillard, GA • www.peachtreemg.com
• Sept 16-18 – British Car Show, Stowe, VT • www.britishinvasion.com

“The Great Lawn” in Louisville, KY. Also known as “Waterfront Park.”
A great spot for an MG Car show!

Address Service Requested

NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
P. O. Box 876
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515-0876

